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Introduction
Well we finally did it. Kanyana has at last hit the stands! Without 
going into the why or how, please accept our apologies for our 
tardiness in getting this issue out to you. We realise that the agony 
of anticipation is deep indeed, like when someone else has “ The 
Australian” at the breakfast table. But we hope that late though it 
is, this Kanyana will through its content regain your favour.
We’ve tried to make this issue as readable as possible, and to hell 
with the esoteric in us that craves for social documentaries, 
political debates au courant, or such head spinners as the “Neo 
Scandinavian movement in Ponuguese literature”! All very well for 
some of course, but hardly the human interest angle that Hearts 
made his fortune on. So we’ll stick to the light hearted and the 
pertinent, and frown if you must Fleet Street. You will find the usual 
collation of Sports reports et al, but in addition, a series on I.H., a 
tongue in cheek article or two, and a great many photographs will 
we hope, give you something to think or chuckle over.
A million thanks to all those who made this Kanyana possible. Ian 
Briggs, Andrew Metcalfe, Vicki Cossins, Patti Thomson, Elizabeth 
Ardili, Chris Blenkin, Holly Frail, Chris Walker, Peter Durman, 
Helen Batten and especially Leighton Cochran. Well done! It’s nice 
to know that collective farming didn’t die out with Lenin. To the 
countless others who I’ve forgotten to mention, forgive my 
ingratitude, but it’s not. Without the support and ‘spirit’ you 
provided, none of this would have been accomplished.
But that’s what it’s all about anyway, isn’t it?
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SOME MOTHERS DO HAVE THEM
by Mr Ivor Cribb —  Warden
Once upon a time there was a sheikh Yusif Al- 
Hamadi who was determ ined tha t some day his only 
son, Ali, should becom e a learned man. When Ali 
had com pleted his secondary education his father 
sent him  to the University of El-Azhar in Cairo.
So at El-Azhar, then  the m ost renowned university 
of the whole w orld, the son of Sheikh Yusif studied 
with great energy and soon proved him self a true 
scholar. A fter eight years of study the Senate of the 
University pronounced Ali an educated m an and 
the son w rote that he was returning hom e.
As a scholar, Ali scorned the vanities of life and 
departed from  Cairo wearing the coarse raim ent of an 
ascetic. Jogging along w ith his books behind him 
and his degree certificate fastened to  his side, Ali 
lost him self m editating upon the writings of the 
poets and philosophers.
When he was only a day’s journey  from hom e, the 
young scholar entered a village mosque to rest for a 
while. I t was Friday and the place was full of 
worshippers. A Khatib was preaching on the miraculous 
deeds of the Prophet.
Now Ali, as a result of his profound study of the 
teachings of the Prophet, had becom e an uncom- 
prosing puritan of the Faith. Thereupon, when the 
K hatib told  his congregation tha t M ohammed caused 
springs to  flow in the desert, moved m ountains and 
flew on his horse to heaven, Ali was outraged —
“S to p ” cried Ali. “Believe n o t this false man. All 
he has told  you are lies, no t the true faith. Our 
teacher, M ohammed, was n o t a supernatural being, 
b u t a m an who saw the light and the tru th ” .
The Khatib asked Ali on whose authority  he 
contradicted him. Ali proudly inform ed him  that 
he was a scholar, a graduate of the great University 
of El-Azhar. The preacher w ith  a sneer on his face 
turned towards his congregation.
“This m an, w ho calls himself a scholar, is a heretic, 
an atheist who casts doubt upon the greatness of our 
Prophet M ohammed. Cast him ou t of the m osque!”
The people seized Ali and dragged him to the ' 
street, beating and kicking him and tearing his 
clothes. His books and degree certificates were 
destroyed, and the unconscious Ali was tied to his 
jackass backw ard and stoned ou t of the village.
Sheikh Yusif had arranged a reception to  honour the 
return  of his scholarly son and all rode out to m eet 
him. B ut lo, the scholar was dangling from  the back of 
a jackass, his learned head bouncing against its 
haunches. Bruised and half naked, he was m uttering 
like an idiot.
N ot for several days was Ali well enough to  tell his 
father the full story. When he had finished, Sheikh 
Yusif sighed deeply and said “Ali, you are only half
educated, you m ust return  to  Cairo and continue 
your education outside of the U niversity’”
Back in Cairo, Ali was to discover a new world. He 
spent the first six m onths bartering and wrangling in 
the busiest bazaar of Cairo. Then the Chief of Police 
took  him in hand and introduced him  to the life of 
the city in all its varied aspects. In  turn , he was a 
beggar outside one of the great m osques, a w aiter in 
a low cafe, a sailor, a wandering trader and a 
labourer.
A t the end of the fifth year, Ali inform ed his 
father that his education was com pleted and he 
was again returning home.
This tim e the son of Sheikh Yusif left Cairo riding a 
spirited A rab, dressed in silk and satins and attended 
by a train  of servants. He made few stops until he 
reached the village of the K hatib . I t  was again Friday 
and the same Khatib was telling of the same miracles 
to  the same credulous peasants. Ali jo ined the 
congregation and his “A hs” and “G reat is our 
P rophet” were even more fervent than those about 
him. When the Khatib concluded his sermon, Ali 
hum bly begged to  be heard.
“In  spite of m y y o u th ” , said Ali, “ I have studied 
m uch, travelled wide seeking the tru th  and wisdom 
of our great Prophet. But never have I heard a 
serm on equal in  tru th  and piety  to  th a t of your 
reverend K hatib . Fortunate you are in having such a 
Saint! F ortunate  I am too, for here ends m y search 
for the holiest m an of our age! O holy K hatib, I beg 
of you one request.”
The bewildered Khatib could only ask the nature of 
tha t request. Ali replied “ It is w ritten  in the Holy 
K oran tha t a relic from a Saint brings endless 
blessings to  the Faithful. May I have a hair from  thy 
beard O Saintly O ne?”
The Khatib could not, before his w hole congregation, 
deny such a pious request.
The young m an reverently approached the Khatib, 
and in sight of all the people, w ith tw o extended 
fingers pulled a hair from the out-thrust flowing 
beard. Ali kissed it w ith deep reverence, folded it 
carefully in a w hite silk handkerchief and placed it 
inside his shirt next to his heart.
A m urm ur arose from the congregation — their 
K hatib was a holy man! Even before Ali left the 
m um bar a stam pede towards the preacher had 
begun. By the tim e Ali had reached the street, 
not a hair was left on the K hatib’s face, no t a 
shred of clothing on his body and he lay behind the 
m um bar gasping like a plucked rooster.
WOULD YOUR FATHER SAY THE SAME ABOUT
YOU!!
T hat evening Ali arrived hom e and there was great 
rejoicing in his father’s house. His wit and dignity, 
his profound store of knowledge, his tact and manners 
charm ed all the guests and swelled the heart of his 
father w ith pride.
Later w hen Ali was alone with his father he told of 
his second visit to  the village of the K hatib. The 
old Sheikh nodded his head approvingly and said 
“Now, m y son, I can die in peace. You have 
tem pered book learning w ith w ordly wisdom and 
returned a truly educated m an!”
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WHAT DOES
INTERNATIONAL HOUSE
MEAN TO YOU?
The main purpose of your being in International 
House is to further your education, that is fully 
recognised and understood — however if that is all 
that International House means to you — a once in 
a life time opportunity to further your education in 
another way is being passed by.
It is not just by chance that the policy of International 
House is to be co-educational, have a maximum 
of 150 in resident, 50% of whom come from over­
seas and 50% Australian or that the overseas 
students come from as many countries as possible.
This has been done so that each of you during your 
stay in International House can widen your horizons, 
learn about the different cultures represented here 
and form friendships which w ill last a lifetime.
Voltaire said “ Prejudice is the reason for fools".
Good neighborhood not only requires friendly 
contacts and the freest possible exchange of 
material things, it requires also the freest possible 
exchange of views and ideas. International under­
standing, in fact, is at its worst when people of 
different nations have d ifficu lty in exchanging 
ideas.
The facilities at International House are available 
to each individual or group to facilitate the friendly 
exchange of ideas and cultures.
MAKE THE MOST OF THEM!
A MESSAGE FROM MR B. MARTIN
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EDITORIAL
I know what's required.
"An editorial, the sages say, should with a few words of wisdom 
encapsulate the stance, and platform of the publication."
Wisdom however, as with any student, is always at a premium, and 
our stance is more than a little arthritic, so scrub that straight off.
But a platform we do have. NOSTALGIA!
'77 has gone. And with it many friends, a few memories, a great deal 
of yourself. Kanyana wants to bring all these back to you. We want 
you ten years from now, where ever you are, to have 1977 at your 
fingertips.Jhis Kanyana will always be your 1977.
But let's not confuse nostalgia with melancholia. Sure it's sad to say 
goodbye, and it hurts more to know you may never recover that part 
of yourself again. But we're here because we are all in some process 
of self-furtherance, and to move on is the surest indication that one 
more rung has been climbed, and one less fight remains. Our 
presence here confirms that we have chosen to be active in our own 
careers, and activity demands the committment to move from the 
old to the new. So let's omit the maudlin tear that melodrama 
advocates.
But friendship doesn't count any the less for it. In fact, at a stage in 
your life when more and more roots are being disturbed, friendship 
is about all you have left. Not the hearty backslapping bluff of 'come 
embrace me brother', conducted more through social ostentation 
that any real feeling. But the almost silent acceptance of another's 
presence, and total ease in it. Friendship that never requires 
constant endorsement, and little more than a quiet smile.
And a magazine is a lot like yourself really. You offend some, please 
some, outrage a few, amuse a few, and all inadvertantly. What can 
you say but thank you to those who smile back and take you for 
what you are, and sorry to those who don't. Insult is a funny thing. 
More often than not it's taken, rather than intentionally handed out. 
Innuendo is more often imagined than meant. If we truly have 
outraged or angered anyone, forgive us. If it were possible to please 
all, we would. But is it ever so, on paper or in life?
Kanyana represents each and everyone of us, as does I.H. They both 
represent us, as much as we make them live. Long after we have 
split up, and gone to each our own corners, these two go on 
portraying us, and all we had. Kanyana is I.H.!
And that's why the first Kanyana was ever started.
Because you can't literally take college with you ........
S.B. Batliwalla.
qIt seems to be a regular feature of the Kanyana each year 
that we run a series of articles usually entitled 
'Life in the Congo', or
The City of Bombay during the Monsoons.'
A great idea, this two page return trip to 
Upper Mesapotamia, played out though it may be. 
But it always seems to me that it is very easy to forget 
what you do have, in the romantic quest for the far away.
Accepting that the grass will be greener somewhere else, 
we thought it a fit policy this year for Kanyana 
to stop enunciating the attractions of say Inner Finland, 
and take a close look at what we have at hand, namely I.H.
Discovering I.H. is threefold. The first impression, 
the nostalgic look back, and if lucky enough, 
the rediscovery. Mind you we've got nothing against 
'Life on the Upper Amazon', or 'The Mating Habits of the 
Alaskan Eskimo', escapism never really hurting anyone.
But surely the recognition of what you have 
can be more of a revelation than of what you don't.
So stealing a basic Miltonian concept, 
we've gathered three articles that we think put all of us, 
and our environment in a new perspective.
No matter where you are, 
you've got to make your own paradisé.
PARADISE
FOUND
Andrew Metcalfe came to college in 1977 and was 
soon initiated into college life. His report of it 
summarises just what college can be to the 
'fresher'.
Any thoughts I first had about I.H. were solely 
linked with University and study. Orientation 
Week was simply going to be a week of getting to 
know the University (in a physical sense) -  with 
perhaps the chance to meet a few people as well. 
I, needless to say, was somewhat wrong. 'O' week 
became a rather joyous round of parties, 
excursions and dances that served it's purpose 
more than adequately. One came to realise that 
other people were experiencing the same 
emotions, the same problems and tribulations.
From the outset, to my perhaps experienced eye, 
two things about I.H. were clearly visible. Firstly 
was that Australian and Overseas students did 
integrate, and integrated not only to the stage of 
merely sitting together at breakfast, lunch and 
dinner, but to the extent where genuine and 
lasting friendships are formed.
It was obvious that I.H. is both physically and 
structurally different from other colleges, that the 
problems we face are perhaps deeper and more 
profound than theirs. Pessimism is an easy 
solution to these problems of ours, it is simple to 
say “it just isn't working". But I.H. hasn't chosen 
the way of pessimism -  the fact that soul 
searching does take place, isn't pessimism -  it 
could in fact be termed as pragmatism, which 
Proves that the ideal remains.
Secondly was the great number of alumni that 
remained in contact with the college and I found 
that during 'O' week about % of all the people I 
came to know were not living in college, even 
though some reappeared at almost daily intervals.
Any description of one's first year in college would 
be seriously lacking if it neglected to include a 
comment upon that great institution of I.H. -  the 
water fight. My personal experience with this 
phenomenon dates from the second day of my 
stay. While casually walking back to my room, I 
was soaked by a well aimed bomb. I was naturally 
somewhat dismayed, faring someone had a grudge 
against me for spilling milk on them at the 
breakfast table, or something. For quite a while 
after this there was a dirth of this activity, until 
perhaps the day of the car rally, in August, of 
course there was the occasional single bomb, but 
this was the first large scale fight. The battle 
encompassed all towers (including the normally 
reticent 'G' tower) and weapons ranged from the 
utility 'Glad' bags (35c for 20 at Woollies) to 
garbage bags, buckets and hoses. Variations on the 
general them include nocturnal attacks with 
bicycle pumps. For those victims of such atrocties 
it has been proven that a mixture of sugar and 
water liberally applied to one's assailants bed will 
soon stop the problem.
On a more serious note, one can discuss the motto' 
'That Brotherhood may Prevail' I.H. allowed itself 
the liberty of a rather long and involved 
ideological debate over this matter at the end of 
1977.
As stated above, this is a good sign in itself, as it 
means that the spirit is alive. We must be careful 
however, to ensure that such debate never 
becomes more destructive than constructive. It is 
true that we, all of us, are placed in a rather 
unique position, in that we are not merely a 
college of 150 white, Anglo-saxon, Anglican 
Australians. There are over 20 different countries
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represented here in this collection of buildings 
and this is the first, and most basic fact to face.
It is easy to criticise others, to accuse them of 
non-involvement and the like, but we must also 
recognise that as mature adults, others should be 
allowed to do, or not to do, whatever they wish. 
I.H. is too valuable. It has been proven that the 
motto has been fulfilled, let us content ourselves 
with that, and not engage in too much soul 
searching.
So much for the philosophy. It is rather difficult to 
note down in a few paragraphs the effect that my 
first year at I.H. had upon me. I know it is 
impossible not to change -  we are all a year older, 
have experienced (for most) the first year away 
from home (and security), the first year away from 
the ordered discipline of school. One has to 
become accustomed to making many more 
decisions, from living close to 150 other people, 
to large scale socialising, and large scale study.
1977, it was a big year, it was a good year, I'm glad 
it was at I.H. Glad because I.H. presented several 
things to me. It was more than a home from 
home, it became a second home. There were 
strangers who became my friends, easily and 
naturally, without fuss. I was accepted not on their 
terms, not 6n my terms, but on an understanding 
of friendship. I don't mean to say that this college 
is some sort of utopia, or heaven on earth -  far 
from it. But it does offer (at least to me) more 
than a bedroom, and eating place. To describe it is 
impossible, but I am sure that most other I.H'ians 
know the feeling as well. I could be accused of 
sentimentality (I've been accused of many sins, in 
fact, but all lies) but this would only reinforce my 
beliefs in the I.H. way of life. I.H. is more than a 
few buildings more than a place of study, or sport, 
or relaxation. For me, 1977 was an experience, it 
was a year of my life, and therefore a year to be 
remembered, not idly shrugged off and forgotten.
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PARADISE
LOST
Campus life is a world apart, and college life Is a 
microcosm of that privileged world.
International House is, in my'unbiased'opinion,one 
of the better if not the best of the twelve microsmic 
worlds centred around that revered institute of 
learning, Queensland University.
The most important, but undoubtedly the least 
attractive purpose of colleges is to provide easy 
access to those corridors of "wisdom and 
knowledge" through the provision of on-campus 
accommodation and sustenance.
I.H. offers no great exception to this underlying 
justification for the establishment of colleges. 
Nevertheless, International House is unique 
among the colleges.
International House has all the fringe benefits of a 
small college. One does not regard oneself as a 
mere face among hundreds of other faces, and 
one's room is not merely a rabbit warren lost 
among a hundred odd burrows. Structurally, too, 
I.H. is unqiue. No other college consists of seven 
towers each containing its quota of bedroom 
suites and common-room fire-side comforts. All 
made complete by a rustic old English chimney on 
top of each tower. In addition, I sincerely doubt 
whether any other college is as conveniently 
designed for parapet parties and the effective 
water-bombing of preferably unsuspecting victims 
many fathoms below.
Above all, it is the ideal behind the establishment 
of International House and the realisation of this 
ideal which make it unique among the colleges.
Does being far removed from something help us to 
judge it more objectivelyÌ
Leonie Biddle recounts her memories.
I.H. is the only college which specifically allots 
one half of its residential capacity to overseas 
students, with the aim that 'brotherhood may 
prevail' on an inter-national level within this 
college.
In all communities one has to learn to adapt, 
adjust, and accustom one's self to the various and 
numerous idiosyncrasies that are a part of every 
human individual. However, at International 
House, one also has to take into account the 
various cultural, religious, national, and other 
backgrounds of its collegians. The unaccustomed 
eye may not understand the significance of those 
funny hats (turbans) but nevertheless, one must 
accept and respect their national, cultural, and or 
religious significance. So too, must the non- 
Australian accept the perhaps greater freedom of 
movement, dress, and participation by Australian 
women, in outside activities.
College social and recreational activities are with 
most, if not all collegians, the highlight of this 
community's living. This fact is more than 
adequately reflected through the flourishing trade 
done by the cellar, and from the festive noises 
emerging from the towers late at night, especially 
at weekends.
Overall, it is the pervasive aura of a healthy and 
amicable community spirit which gives I.H. its 
charm and attractiveness. There must be an 
almost magnetic quality in this spirit, as, most who 
secure a place at I.H. tend to remain some years, 
and, most who leave tend to return, if only 
temporarily, sooner or later.
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PARADISE
REGAINED
Robert Heath came, left, and then returned.
In his report 'why?' he shows us what college was, 
and we hope, gives us an assurance for its future.
REFLECTIONS AND RECO N CILIATIO N S
A flickering image glows, and, having glowed,
Fades dimly: no firm-held recollection contains
Entire truth or intended lies; only memories
More real than what ever was, now is, or ever will be.
To return to any part of one's past invites a 
melancholy sadness. Nothing is, what was: yet no 
building or surface need be changed. This is the 
first feeling on returning as a resident to this 
college. Most of the selective, refined, and 
pleasurable memories seem part of another 
almost unreachable world. All that is left is 
something a little more barren, a little more crude 
and dull. Memories cling faintly from room to 
room and hover in the air, until even the 
memories have memories; and truth and reality, 
and wish fulfillment meld together into something 
personally valuable yet different.
Changes have occurred within both college and 
the returning student. Hence one has to suspect 
the ready responses that a returnee may make, 
upon the grounds of the fidelity of his memories 
and changes in his outlook.
With these points in mind, one can still indicate 
differences within college and college life 
between the past and present. There are, as 
examples, also some things that have not changed. 
Mr Cribb is still the Warden. Vic Winders is still an 
incredible House Manager. The six men's towers 
are still more or less verticle. The same frustrating 
ratio of men to women remains (2:1), and these 
are still closetted in a remote bastion nominated 
G-tower. The sparrows seem to be still breeding 
their own versions of Number 96. The student 
numbers (Australian) are still dominated by the 
fraternity of G.P.S. inmates.
Some changes are neither for good nor bad. In 
general, the age of the students seem clustered 
between seventeen and twenty, particularly in the 
case of Australians. More students have their own 
transport. The majority of Senior Residents are 
undergraduates, young, and thus of little 
university and academic experience compared 
with only three years ago.
Other changes have been for the worst. One of 
the first things a returning resident notices is the 
quiet -  be it week-day weekend. One fondly 
thinks back to the boisterous, convivial parties of 
the past (conveniently forgetting the occasional 
times when one bellowed for quiet). What few 
parties are now held open to the public, are 
limpid affairs. One remembers all too vividly the 
orientation week when the crammed cellar 
seemed to be continually drained overnight. . . 
three day birthday parties . . the Parapet Club . . 
the all night card players . . In short, what 
appeared missing on return, was the spontaneous 
and often generous interactions of individuals. 
One once felt able to turn up to most rooms -  
male or female -  and have a few cold drinks, or a 
cup or two of tea or coffee. Now . . one wonders.
Age differences seem more pronounced. There 
are fewer Australian Post-graduates and Higher 
Degree residents. In a way, this factor could be 
one of many ultimately restricting an absolute 
"Brotherhood", as most overseas students are 
older and more qualified than their Australian 
confrerers.
Numbers of important minority groups seem 
diminished. Medical and engineering students 
seem to be fewer than normal. The number and 
quality of the college vinos and drunks seem 
lessened dramatically (as is, perhaps 
consequently, the range and holding of the cellar).
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Perhaps the most noticed change was that of the 
cleaning services. Once upon a time, each tower 
had it's own cleaner, who swept the floor every 
day, emptied the waste bin every day, and 
sometimes, if one was very nice, made the bed 
most days. When a foot of dust, four cartons of 
waste paper had built up, and the bed rumpled 
unchanged, the horror began to dawn on one. 
Some of the cleaning women were exceptionally 
nice and amenable ..  .
Some areas, however, seemed to have improved. 
Meals, for example, have generally improved 
around 200%, particularly in terms of variety. The 
upgrading of some of the facilities and the 
landscaping by both college and university groups 
have improved the general environment. The 
conversion of the former games room (under the 
Dining Room) into a Reading-cum-Conference 
room; the building of cement paths and steps 
between C-tower, the Dining Hall, and the 
university exit; the sealing and closure of the 
maintenance access road to private use; the fringe 
of trees and shrubs betwee college and the 
maintenance buildings; the upgrading of college 
parking facilities besjde F and E towers; and the 
development of lawns between the towers 
(mostly done this year) have all improved the 
material aspect of college.
These groupings of changes presented have made 
no effort at total embrassiveness. There are other 
changes: more Arts students, fewer college 
"marrieds" (although there appear moves in 
session to rectify this), more conscience-striken 
students, and fewer extraverted personalities.
The most recurrent comment made by past 
students, and both those who eventually return, is 
that college life-style has changed. It is apparently 
less exciting and less inviting. Indeed, there are 
times when college life takes on the appearance
of an undertaker's gathering in the local morgue. 
During the earlier part of this article, many 
contributory causes were mentioned. Cliques and 
similar groupings still flourish because the familiar 
is more easy to join than the unfamiliar. Greater 
numbers of cars ensure a greater mobility which 
decreases the necessity, for those lucky enough to 
have somewhere to go, to remain in college 
virtually anymore than week/working days and 
nights. Age differences and course concentrations 
also provide further alienation. Most overseas 
students are older and more qualified than their 
Australian counterparts -  thus their attitudes and 
outlooks are already different, without reference 
to societal differences. A further change that 
provokes this feeling of lifelessness is of the less 
spontaneous, and more conscientious students 
generally present. A degree is not sufficient focus 
alone for concentration; for it is ultimately only 
a scrap of paper showing that the student did 
enough of the right things at the rightjtimes. It is_ 
no measure of the real social and intellectual 
development within the graduand. One owes 
one's self the degree (and no other person), and 
one owes one's self the right to live and to be 
living. This is peculiarly true when resident within 
this college, with its unique potential for 
broadening the horizon, scope, and understanding 
of one's self and our race of humanity in general.
It seems that one has finally returned to a theme 
that periodically raises its head within college: the 
question of brotherhood prevailing within college.
To some extent, this question is an academic and 
insoluable one. With the world as it is at this 
moment, and college as a microcosm of this 
world, "Brotherhood'' can never prevail 
absolutely. One needs to be no cynic to see that 
it is a human impossibility, both now and in the 
future. However, the college credos accentuates
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"may" prevail. Any International House provides 
the raw material out of which the individual 
resident must operate. Only a dreamer would see 
a sudden reversal of man's nature such that a 
community like one in an International House 
could live sans intolerance, sans fear, sans enmity.
"That Brotherhood May Prevail" is an ideal, and 
really no more. While one sweeps around 
castigating those around one for not achieving this 
ideal, one stands in danger of losing the very thing 
that one is seeking. One could change the college 
creed into something more emphatic or more 
realistic, but surely that avoids the question and is 
simply a semantic solution. Brotherhood, both 
within the college and the outside world, will 
never be achieved by legislation, academic 
appraisal, or mouthed creeds. It is the small and 
simple interactions between one person and 
another -  one human variation or race and 
another -  that will lead to any form of 
Brotherhood and this is available in abundance 
within college.
If one can grasp the fact that by simply residing in 
college, one is assisting the purposes of the 
college creed; that friendship is the father to 
brotherhood; that tolerance and understanding 
are necessary before friendship; and that fears 
and prejudices will not disappear simply because
one enters college -  then the only limits to a 
unique and rewarding personal "Brotherhood" are 
those one imposes upon one's self. Activity within 
the terms of "Brotherhood" is not the province of 
our Student's Council, nor the administration, nor 
the Board of Governors. Responsibility for any 
advance towards the ideal of Brotherhood lies 
within us and within our actions and efforts.
When one returns to college, one is continually 
asked: "why come back to International House?" 
While changes have happened, and perhaps 
college life is flatter than one's memories, there 
are other factors that have never changed, and 
hopefully never will. The life here is freer, less 
stereotyped than other colleges. The rooms are, in 
general, better. The residents are more diverse, 
more interesting, and more able to demonstrate 
differing points of view.
College fails its ideal, but that has been and will 
always be the case. College fails to achieve the 
living feeling it once had, or is it that it fails 
memories that have carefully pruned away other 
dead and defeating times? People, attitudes, and 
collective activities change with each age group, 
and one ought to accept such changes. 
Fundamentally, however, college is as interesting, 
as varied, and as challening, as it ever was.
R.J. Heath
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OH, SNOW!
Few words in the English dictionary can 
conjure a feeling of respect and distaste 
simultaneously, and many of you may now 
say to yourselves that such words are of 
littel consequene because they rarely 
enter our daily thoughts and speech. Not 
so -  think of the word SNOW. In 
somewhat mid amazement you wonder 
how you could have forgotten such an 
obvious name.
The word SNOW entered college in the 
2nd semester of 1975 in the form of 
Malcolm C. SNOW. Those of you who 
were fortunate enough to know this 
SNOW found im to be quiet but ever -  
present member of I.H., studious to an 
appalling degre and somewhat staid in his 
outlook on life in general. He commanded 
a grudging respect from those around him.
However, later in 1976 Malcolm proved 
not to be as old fashioned as many of us 
though and "fell" for the wiles of a 
budding botanist who was also in college 
and for the sake of his study and of his 
new found love, moved out of col lee at 
the end of 1976.
Many people thought that they had seen 
the last of SNOW. Little did they know!
After a brief respite spanning a semester a 
wonderful miracle occurred, a SNOW was 
reborn -  enter David S. SNOW. Those dull 
thuds you just heard were the people 
collapsing who know this SNOW.
In True International House tradition the 
younger brother of M.C. SNOW had 
arrived! Quickly realizing the sheer 
impossibility of continuing in the style of 
M.C.S., he set forth with grated teeth and 
an iron will to mould his own unique 
character around college.
Next year in i.H. (1978) will see a great 
many brothers/sisters/relations of ex­
collegians retrace the steps of their 
predecessors amongst our hallowed 
corridors.
David Snow examines, for their benefit, 
what it means to be second in line.
To the loving chants of "SNOW must go" 
he quickly settled into the established 
social pattern of I.H. and soon knew the 
first name and nocturnal haits of every 
female member of college.
So, the name SNOW once again echoed 
through the hallowed corridors of G Tower 
-  not with the ring of respect, but with an 
awe, bred from a fear of the unknown.
The male members of college were soon 
worshipping this new sound of inspiration 
and the event was named the "Coming of 
ONION" (though few people really know 
why.)
Today, the word SNOW is synonomous 
with tropical fish, water bombs, and 
G .PA 's. And wherever a member of 
International House may travel, they carry 
with them a modern day myth about how 
two brothers could come to the same 
college and yet be so entirely different!
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I.H. OCCASIONS 1977
R ather than explain in detail as to w hat we did in college, we 
thought we’d show you. The captions display what is com m only 
known as Editorial Cynicism. Or do they?
I.H. FORMAL 1977
WINNER 1977 
COLGATE SMILE, 
of the Year.
‘A  good tim e was had by all
INTERNATIONAL FAIR 1977
COLLYMPICS 1977
Annual College 'Ly-ln ' Competition 
Record: 4 days 5 hrs.
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WINNERS OF COLLEGE 1977 
NELSON EDDY/JEANETTE 
McDo n a l d c o m p e t it io n
SOCIAL REPORT
This year’s social calendar began with a bang at our first 
function, the Fancy Dress Dance. The attire in which people 
dressed (funky, far-out, fuddy-duddy, no t to m ention 
interesting), proved to be an excellent ice-breaker fo r getting 
to know our new collegians and friends. For this dance we 
were pleased to have record numbers, resulting in b o th  a 
thoroughly enjoyable and profitable evening all round.
‘Under-water’ was the theme of our next m ajor social event, 
the D inner Dance — an altogether fishy affair, w ith 
decorations involving everything from sharks to  tadpoles 
(paper ones of course). Our thanks to the college kitchen 
staff who provided us with a delicious seafood m enu before 
we ‘bopped’ the night away. Our only let down on this 
evening was tha t we had very few dressed in ‘underw ater’ 
garb. Hard Luck to the eager guys who anticipated the bikini 
girls, or for tha t m atter, skinny-dippers.
“DOC"BATTEN. SOCIAL 
CONVENOR, getting ready 
to socialise.
During second semester orientation week we noticed some 
raised eyebrows over representations of tarts, cobbers and the 
like at the ‘Come Dressed in Bad Taste’ Dance. For those 
who attended, it proved to  be a fantastic night. However, due 
to the lack of early advertising and a date which appeared to 
clash with o ther University functions, we had relatively little 
participation from college members. This, together with 
great funancial losses on grog, resulted in it being no t as 
successful as previously hoped.
As always, the highlight of our social calendar was the 
college Formal. Once again, we choose the A xon room as the 
venue. I t  seemed tha t our college members relished in the 
scrumptious smorgasbord provided. Strange as it may seem, 
we were well dow n on alcohol consum ption in comparison to 
previous years. Is it tha t our college is becoming more 
couth (a doubtfu l hypothesis), or perhaps, more likely, we 
all spent the night dancing to  ‘Ginger Bread’ who provided 
us with some really good music. Need I conclude tha t a 
fantastic night was had by all? (Reports have it tha t the 
roll up at breakfast, no t to m ention lunch, on the day-after- 
the-night-before, were well below average). A t this point, I 
m ust add, however, tha t it was with much sadness that 
I cut our numbers by a hundred. H ere’s hoping tha t next year 
ticket sales will be up again.
Amongst o ther functions planned for this year are a 
‘Pirate D ance’ (no sailors allowed), and smaller events such 
as theatre nights, ice-skating and a dining-out evening.
Before concluding, there are some points tha t I ’d like to 
make — friendly advice, winges and moans — call it w hat you 
may.
First there is the Student Club Meeting, and then  you find 
yourself w ith a new label — Sociali Convenor . . . .  launched
into a sea of bewilderm ent, up ............ creek w ithout a
paddle, in o ther words. A t International House we are 
fortunate to have many brothers and sisters from  different 
countries of the world. With so many variations in culture, it 
is indeed difficult to provide entertainm ent that will suit 
everyone. When I began as Social Convenor, my first and 
forem ost ideal was to provide every college m em ber with 
social events. However, I m ust confess tha t in spite of 
my efforts, these ideals are far from being fulfilled.
Hopefully in the future we will be able, as a college, and not 
as different nationalities, to come together socially.
Finally, my thanks to the Social Com m ittee w ho helped me 
immensely through organized chaos; and last, b u t no t least, 
thank you to  all those other marvellous people who have 
willingly pitched in and assisted so much in so many ways.
Helen Batten 
Social Convenor
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PRESIDENTS
REPORT
1977 has been a year in which a number of trends both 
good and bad for college have developed. Much has been 
achieved in the physical sense, the benefits of which will 
be felt increasingly by residents at this College over the 
years to come. One cause for these achievements has 
been the development of a new concept of 'self-help', 
evident in the fund raising efforts for two college projects.
Itwas highly encouraging to see the Students' Club endorse 
the initiative of those involved, and financially assist these 
projects, thus facilitating their much earlier fruition. As a 
result we now boast a good quality Billiard Table which has 
not only provided a source of entertainment for many college 
residents but also has led to a marked improvement in the 
standard of play by our team in the I.C.C. competition, 
and we should see speakers for a stereo system installed 
early next year in the Students' Lounge Room.
Considerable improvements have also been achieved with 
the valuable assistance of Mr Cribb and the Board of 
Governors. As a result of representation to the B.O.G. and 
the Warden's intervention, both directly by the Student 
Club Executive and through the Environmental Committee, 
we have seen the Games Room painted, the table tennis 
table back in working condition, the carpark re-surfaced, 
aseries of paths laid around college, and the ground between 
them turfed. Additionally sprinklers, top-soil, fertilizer and new 
bins have been w illingly supplied by college at the Students'
Club request. For this continued support and co-operation 
from Mr Cribb, we are most grateful.
PRES. Peter Gibson on 
campaign trail.
These tangible results of 1977 were in most cases little  more 
d ifficu lt to achieve than they are to be recognized as the 
year comes to an end. However it is on the intangible aims 
of the Students' Club, those o f promoting brotherhood 
w ithin the college and creating an attractive and enjoyable 
environment for its residents, that our attention should be 
concentrated upon. In this field, I cannot profess to the 
same satisfaction of achievement. The continued poor 
attendance at Student Club meetings and college social 
functions, has been very disappointing to those who have given 
their time and energy to organize them, not for their own 
benefit, but for the good of all. Helen Batten has done a 
tremendous job this year as Social Convenor, organising 
a considerable number of very enjoyable functions, with 
the Formal, of course, highlighting her social calendar.
Helen's perserverance, in the face of very limited college 
support belies her devotion to her job, and deserves great 
praise from all.
This lack of support, indicative of an absence of community 
spirit, has also evidenced itself in the reticence of so many 
to register fo r phone duty, and the unfortunate demiss, 
hopefully only of a temporary nature, of Sunday Suppers 
and 'Feedback'. One further trend which has caused me 
considerable concern, and has developed to an increasing 
extent throughout this year is the non-involvement of 
overseas students in the Students' Club. A t the last Club 
meeting, of the 26 members who attended, 5 were overseas 
Students and of the 10 apologies received received none 
were from overseas students. Of all nominations for 
positions in the Club for 1978, only two were from over­
seas students, both for a position restricted to overseas 
students.
Non-involvement by residents in general is sufficient to 
cause considerable concern, but when one distinct group 
becomes as totally uninvolved as the overseas students have, 
then it is imperative the situation be redressed immediately. 
Either there is something wrong with what the Students'
Club offers to the overseas student, or else there is some- 
wrong with the overseas students that we have here.
Personally I am inclined to believe the former reason to be 
of paramount importance, but to change it we need the
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involvement of more overseas students. Not being an 
overseas student, I find it difficult to appreciate the particular 
problems they face and the way in which they view different 
developments. That is why it is imperative that there be a 
good representation of overseas students on the executive 
and general committee, but unfortunately next year there 
will be a total absence of overseas students on those 
committees. A  top priority for next year must be the 
involvement of greater number of non-Australians in the 
Club's activities.
Despite the preceding gloomy comments, I hold a good 
deal of optimism for the future of the Students' Club and 
college life. The turning point was probably the beginning 
of second semester, when we saw a large influx of new 
residents, particularly girls, who were.willing and desirous 
of becoming involved in college life. Participation by these 
new residents in social functions, sporting teams and 
most recently. Student Club elections, has been most 
heartening. An improved atmosphere has developed 
throughout this semester, and I fully expect it to continue 
and expand through next year.
But one might well ask what satisfaction can the Students' 
Club derive from this? In fact what effect can any club have 
if the atmosphere in college is largely dependent on the 
type of person living here. (Supposedly a matter of chance).
But it is not simply a matter of chance as to who lives 
in college. And hence the importance role of the Students' 
Club is derived. I.H. has been afflicted with a very high 
turnover of residents over the last two years. This is 
remediable by a Club creating and fostering an environ­
ment in which people wish to remain. Only by re­
establishing a continuity of residence can we rekindle a 
strong sense of college spirit. And it is because I can see a 
slowing down in the rate of turnover of residents that I 
look to 1978 with so much optimism.
Finally I wish to express my thanks to the 1977 General 
Committee for the support which they gave me, and the 
principle of 'brotherhood', and for the time and energy 
which they gave to the college in general. In particular the 
Students' Club owes a debt of appreciation to Carolyn 
Sandercoe, Hafeeza Ahmed, and Helen Batten, for the fine 
efforts in organizing Soiree, and our social functions. And I 
owe a personal debt to our Secretary, Vicki Cossins, for her 
efficiency and constant assistance. Hopefully 1978 will see 
a continuation of these good trends which I believe have 
developed this year. I wish the 1978 President and his 
committee all the best in tackling the problems that will 
surely face them.
Peter Gibson
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Soiree for 1977 took the form of an International Fair 
based on the same form at used for a very successful one 
held in the grounds of International House in 1976.
This year a crowd of about 1500 people passed through our 
grounds during the course of our Fair on Saturday, 13th 
August. They were treated to several National foods, arts 
and crafts, dances, singing displays and films, as well as a 
National Costume Parade w ith representatives of about 25 
countries.
As the aim of Soiree is to share w ith outside people a little 
of the cultural diversity of countries represented in college, 
a virtually non-profit outlook was established for the whole 
fair, except for the food and handicraft stalls — where profits 
were shared by those selling the goods. Thus a unique 
opportunity was afforded to  many members of the public 
to see and experience these cultures w ith no admission fee.
The success of Soiree may be judged by how much each 
person who attended the International Fair enjoyed 
himself and how m uch he learnt.
While it may have been a very successful Soiree, the enormous 
task in organising such a large-scale public event has led 
those who were intim ately involved to question the w orth of 
holding an International Fair as opposed to some other form 
of Soiree. I t  is felt tha t the purpose of Soiree could be 
served just as well in an altered form  in which less organis­
ation is involved, and more members of the College 
participate. A t present, Soiree is becoming too alienated 
from the college members themselves — who are finding it 
more and more difficult to  devote sufficient time and effort 
for organization and preparation of acts, dances and 
displays, when burdened with heavy work-loads and 
frequent exams. The aims o f Soiree are noble b u t the way 
in which it is executed m ust be updated constantly so that 
each year the college and the invited public may b o th  be 
served in the best possible way.
Carolyn Sandercoe and Hafeeza Aham ed
Convenors
SOIREE
REPORT
1977
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ENVIRONMENTAL
COMMITTEE
REPORT
The Environmental Committee has this year received 
substantial support from the Board of Governors, without 
which the progress made this year would not have been 
possible. A t our suggestion paths have been laid between 
the steps leading to the University and 'A' and 'G' towers, 
thus avoiding the hollow of mud which used to occur in this 
area. Consequent to this the surrounding area has been 
turfed and the existing grass between the mens towers top- 
dressed. Unfortunately a few people, who shall remain name­
less at this point, had the urge to leave their foot prints in 
the grass so it became necessary to fence the area off. I 
would like to thank the band of workers (Eddie, Greg, Chris, 
Wayne, with expert advice from Carolyn Sandercoe) who 
helped in top-dressing the area. I would also inform those 
who have helped us in previous years that the garden beds 
established last year between towers are flourishing, as are 
the gardens established by the University at our request, 
lining the path towards the University (ie. the old parking 
area). The quiet assistance of Chatt Chamchong in tending 
the college gardens has been much appreciated by the 
Environmental Committee.
Past, present and future residents will be glad to hear that 
the Vet. school kennels are presently being renovated. 
Previous requests for silence from the dogs have been met 
with pleas of no money and all credit for the present 
changes must be given to Dr. Michael Pass, Director of the 
Veterinary Clinic. The present alterations involve bricking- 
in the open air kennel with the resultant expectation of a
lowered noise level for intern veterinary students and 
college students alike. Undoubtedly the primary consideration 
in these changes was the well-being of the patients — which 
just goes to show that its not what you know but what you 
are that matters. (It's a DOGS Life).
It is a pity some people have been less than enthusiastic in 
their response to the efforts of the students of this college 
to improve it. Much can be gained from people working 
together in a spirit of comaraderie, which I think has 
prevailed in this committee's activities over the last two 
years. It is a pity that there are a number of brick walls 
in this college to mash one's brains against, hopefully this 
will be insufficient to deter future Environmental Committee 
members. Finally I would like to thank the Board of 
Governors for their assistance in the past year.
Stephen Emm s
for the Environmental Commitee
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THE
SPORTS SECTION
A SUM M ARY OF OUR VARIOUS SPORTING 
ACHIEVEMENTS OVER 1977
PLUS
AS AN ADDED  BONUS TO OUR READERS 
FOR THE FIRST TIME EVER -
THE KANYANA TICK THE BALL'CONTEST
ROWING
Once again I.H. braved the cold and dark of the early mornings to prepare 
for the rowing reason. As usual we had a fairly inexperienced team to be 
trained in a few weeks. Really, rowing requires a longer apprenticeship 
than this and next year our team should be more seasoned and ready for 
the challenge.
MEN'S:-
Crews:- First Four: Andrew Wakefield
Leighton Cochran 
Ray Whitehead 
Chris Blenkin 
Cox: Ian Pengelly
After a stylish race at I.C.C. this crew scored the wooden spoon in 
finishing at the tail end of the field. Later we were to find out that our stern 
bouyancy tank was full of water!
Novice Four: Ross Ole
Ray Whitehead 
Ross Hetherington 
Leighton Cochran 
Cox: I. Briggs
After crossing the line in second place at I.C.C., the novices were 
unfortunate to be relegated to last place after a protest lodged by 
Meredith from Cromwell was upheld. All we did was ram into them once! 
Good prospects for next year
Second Pair: Leighton Cochran
Chris Blenkin
Cox: Ray Whitehead
Rowed from the centre of the river and finished an honest third. Coxwaine 
absolutely delighted at the results.
WOMEN:-
Third Four: Our only women's crew at this regatta, having been trained 
hard and consistently for the previous two weeks under the watchful eye 
of 'Coach Arfa'.
At the regatta we had a good lane and got off to a smart start. At the 
halfway mark the girls caught some crabs and lost ground. At the finish we 
were going strongly and came a close 3rd.
Crew: Vicki Cossins
Helen Archibald 
Holly Frail 
Anne D'Arcy 
Cox: Chris Blenkin
Rowing team member 
after a more unsuccessful 
outing.
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ATHLETICS
The premier sport of Internationa! House once again was conducted on the 
eighth weekend of second semester.
The I.H. team and their results:
100m - A .  Hinsch 5th place
200m -  P. Landsberg 4th place
400m -  I- B r i g g s 5th place
800m -  C. Blenkin 5th place
1500m -  C. Blenkin 2nd place
Shotput -  P. Landsberg 6th place
Long Jump -  1. Briggs 6th place
High Jump -  I- Briggs 2nd place
Triple Jump -  P. Landsberg 4th place
110 Hurdles -  I- Briggs 3rd place
The men's team finished a close fifth. The best performances from I.H. 
were the high jump and hurdles (Ian Briggs), and Peter Landsberg running 
23.9 in the 200 metres.
MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY
I.H. fielded a satisfying large team in this event, held in conjunction with 
the women's cross country, the weekend before the track and field events.
Our staters included many seasoned athletics -  Ray Whitehead, Rissole, 
Youself Raoul, Stan Saw, Graham Dunlop, Wayne Forday, Chris Blenkin, 
Ashley Faulkner and Ivor Cribb, who drank the beer.
The raceday was very hot with temperatures soaring to over 90 deg.F. Right 
from the gun, it developed into a 'Three horse race' with I.H.'s Blenkin 
being tailed by Hughes and Hudson all the way around the lake and then 
swining back along the river. The pace was a hot one, and at Women's 
Hughes accelerated to a handy lead, broke away from his two pursuers, 
and by the Refectory hill had established a lead of 80 metres. At this stage 
the race looked over, but a battle of tactics ensured with Hughes running 
into oxygen det, a result of his early move. This happened with the finish 
line in sight and the spectators on the West side of the oval were startled 
to see him teeter to a standstill. Blenkin ran past and crossed the line, a 
clear winner, in 16 minutes 15 seconds -  the first ever winner for I.H. men 
in this event. Lynton Hudson finished second and John's won the team 
event. Ray Whitehead was second in for House, with Ross Ole next.
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MEN'S HOCKEY
The I.H. Men's hockey team has finally done it. With a nucleus of 'veteran' 
players, spurred on by a cool newcomer from the West Indies, we managed 
to outplay the other colleges in all departments of the game and emerged 
as ICC winners.
We started off playing two matches on one weekend. After bundling out 
Cromwell 3-1 on Saturday, we came back from 0-2 deficit at half time to 
beat Kings 3-2 on Sunday. The next two games were won easily, 3-1 against 
St Leo's and 3-2 against Emmanuel.
We then lost three vital players at the end of 1st semester -  Mohd Razi,
Joe Inoke, Graeme Baguley. But the spirit and enthusiasm of the team 
never ebbed and we made good in the last two matches defeating both 
Union and Johns 2-0.
The defence had been outstanding with keeper Swee stopping and kicking 
away possible goals. The backs, initially comprising Mohd Shafeegu and 
Mohd Razi (later taken over by Salah Shihab) were solid. Win Harewood, 
the man from W.I., masterminded in the centres and together with R. 
Murray, Joe Inoke and Salah gave the forwards plenty of support. Steve 
Yelland, our dashing right winger, combined well with our tricky centre 
forward Nor Hashim. The other forwards, Dave Mewing, Graham Dunlop, 
Mahir and Graeme Baguley did a lot of work too. Ian Kauter, Steve Emms 
and Peter Pavusa also gave support whenever they were needed.
Finally our thanks to Jeff Clyde for his coaching and support and my 
congratulations to Nor Hashim and Salah Shihab for being selected into 
ICC team.
CONVENOR 
Mahir bin-Abdullah
KANYANA OFFERS ITS SALUTIONS TO THE HOCKEY TEAM FOR THEIR 
FINE PERFORMANCE IN W INNING THE TITLE OF I.C.C. CHAMPS.
MEN'S VOLLEYBALL
It is unfortunate that once again this year, I.C.C. Men's volleyball was 
unofficial, as our team proved to be superior to anything that any other 
college could offer. Thisyear, as prophesized in last year's "Kanyana", our 
college talent came to the fore.
After only two hours of training at the beginning of the season our six 
bounced onto the court to be held to a replay in our first game, and then 
to be beaten in that by the cunning and deviousness of the opposition's 
attack. From then on it was downhill all the way as I.H. left a trail of 
devastated teams and burst Volleyballs in its wake.
The team: Allistar (tenacious) Twigg, (Terrific) Taveeksdi, Bob (wallaby) 
Teh, Russell (Mallet) Murray, Peter Gibson, and (swinging) Swee Toh. They 
worked like clockwork although they needed a little “winding".
Those who will be here next year are already gnashing their teeth and 
ripping their hair and shirts to get on the court for I.H. and carve their 
initials in the annals of volleyball history.
Andrew Hinsch.
(Captain-convenor)
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TENNIS REPORT
It is said that he who fights and runs away, lives to fight another day. We, 
the I.H. tennis team did much to improve on this by running away without 
so much as a tossed gauntlet.
Never have those genteel causes of cowardice and lethargy been given as 
much impetus as they received from our tennis team.
Two matches, against Cromwell and Emmanuel, were sufficient to confirm 
our latent beliefs, that valour is a virtue for fools, and consoling ourselves 
so, spent the remaining Saturday mornings in the warmer, safer sanctuary of 
our respective beds, or in other pursuits. But dedication to any cause, 
particularly one as noble as sport deserves mention, and sport indeed it 
was. Come Tennis match morns, Bob Greenhill and Steve Emms were out 
defending the proud I.H. name on the soccer fields, Salah Shihab was out 
winning us a hockey premiership, and Gary Schubert, perhaps the most 
mixed up of all, was out in sleeveless tee shirts deciding which of four 
posts to pick between. And Shaps, realising that it took more than one to 
win a match heaved a sigh of relief, rolled over and went back to sleep.
Our esprit de corps, as you may have gathered, was unimpeachable.
To those who turned up at trials namely Ray, Rissole, Dave Elder, Ashley, 
Pete Gibson, Mallet etc, our many thanks for all the enthusiasm shown.
Gratitude all round to John Fong too,Jor keeping his heart warm long 
enough for us to grab 2 cans of balls out of. (receipts duly provided of 
course).
In final retrospect, what more can be said than may greater fortitude and 
less external claim on our talents prevail next year. Till then, we may 
without guilt, let our rackets cool off!
RUGBY LEAGUE
Once again the mighty men of I.H. did battle with the other colleges on the 
football field.
To sum up our season's results, I'd just like to say there is an old football 
adage that says “the winning team always puts on the beer for the losing 
team". As our team members are all paupers and could not afford to pay 
for the beer we had no option but to let the other teams win!
But don't despair. We hold the high honour of scoring the most points 
against the eventual number one team (St Leos). We put up 8 points and 
they only managed to score a meagre 42 points.
We have Cromwell a fight too. They only won 12-8, but just on full time 
one of our dashing wingers -  Hinschy -  raced down the side line towards 
the try line and only a last ditch tackle stopped us from scoring.
We didn't have an uneventual season though. Rissole broke his cheek, Stan 
broke his hand, Roscoe broke his nose and Ray broke all chundering 
records (1 a game -  I understand he's seeing a DO C about it), plus many 
other associated injuries.
The team had various personnel during the season and thanks to them all -  
Ross (Roscoe) Hetherington, Ross (Rissole) Ole, Leighton (Cock) Cochran,
Ian Kauter, Ofa Fakalata, Stan (The Man) Saw, Peter (Litre) Landserg, Justin 
D'Arcy, John (Slippery Sam) Hawgood, Ray (Sunshine) Whitehead, Ben 
Seeto, Paul Hamill, Bob Greenhill, Bob Blank, Andrew Hinsch, Allistar 
(Twiggy) Twigg, Ian Briggs (Nearly forgotten), Dave Mewing, Jeff Crowther 
and Ian Pengelly.
Thanks also to the spectators, the Alumni (Belly, Cherub, Chrispie and 
Coops) who seemed to turn up at the right time, and the girls who offered 
to be hookers.
I.H. Captain, with 
a reminder o f  the 
season.
CAPTAIN R. Hetherington
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MEN'S BASKETBALL REPORT
CONVENOR Ashley James 
CAPTAIN Peter Gibson
As the warm up for the 1977 season got into 
swing it became evident that the team was one 
the best, ability-wise that I.H. had turned out for 
several years. However in the pre-season match 
we became aware that our opposition was also 
vastly improved as our formerly weak opponents 
Leo's played a 49-49 draw with us. The team now 
strengthened by Soloman Cua from Melbourne, 
and still containing regular members, R. 
Mortimore, Stephen Emms, Stanley Saw, Ashley 
James, Mahir bin Abdullah, and Pete Gibson, held 
high hopes as it entered its first match against 
Cromwell.
The team coasted to an easy 38-16 victory, with 
Stan returning to his good form of 1975, scoring 
13 points, and Peter notching up 13 points. 
However this was to be our last win for the 
season. The following week we met Johns, the 
eventual runners-up in the competition. Despite 
losing Steve Emms, Rob Mortimore, and Soloman 
Cua all with 5 fouls before the end of the game, 
and captain Peter Gibson playing with a sprained 
ankle, sustained the previous week, I.H. lost by 
only 2 points 24-26.
The next week saw I.H. line up against Kings 
College and after holding them for most of the 
match went down 53-43. A Kingsman who scored 
35 of their points broke his ankle before the next 
match, and was out for the rest of the season. 
More trouble struck in the next week when Rob 
Mortimore left college, this depleting the teams 
rebounding strength considerably.
I.H. suffered its only conclusive defeat against 
competition winners Emmanuel, losing 74-31. 
Soloman Cua top scored with 12 points in an 
open game which made for high scoring. As the 
season moved to a close, I.H.'s luck didn't seem 
to want to turn. Playing Union on the second last 
week of competition we went down by 1 point 
33-32, with Ashley James showing improved form, 
but the team as a whole was still not clicking. The 
final match against Leo's once again resulted in a 
thrilling climax with I.H. losing by 2 points 40-38. 
Peter Gibson in a rare return to form top scored 
with 18 points. Thus with 1 win and 5 losses (1 by 
1 point and 2 by 2), I.H. came sixth in the 
competition.
Certainly I.H. lacked good and consistent team 
work and several of its players played well below 
form but one couldn't help feeling that we were a 
little unlucky. This had unfortunately continued 
through to the I.C.C. meeting where due to 
nothing more than college politics, I.H. gained no 
representatives in the I.C.C. team whereas the 3 
teams which beat us by 2 and 1 points each
gained 2 representatives. As to individual 
performances only Stan Saw and Ashley James 
could feel pleased with their efforts. Stanley with 
45 points for the season found good accuracy 
with his long shots and picked up many fast 
breaks and in the last couple of games combined 
well with Ashley. However the inconsistent play of 
Soloman Cua and Peter Gibson, with 39 and 71 
points respectively, both in shooting and 
rebounding probably was the foundation of our 
poor overall performance. Both played well on 
occasion but failed to string their form together or 
make full use of their height.
However I'd like to thank all the team members 
for their efforts throughout the season, especially 
Rob Teh who wasn't rewarded with the match 
play he deserved for his enthusiasm. All in all it was 
a very disappointing season, with the standard of 
the teams' play, the number of close defeats and 
finally the lack of representation in I.C.C., but the 
fact that the whole team maintained enthusiasm 
and determination right to the end is in itself 
strong praise. One other disappointing factor was 
the lack of spectator support which rarely 
numbered more than 5 -  a sad demise from years 
past. Thank you though to the few faces which 
regularly attended, Swee Tohm, Holly Frail, Russel 
Murray, Janelle Knowles and Jenny Yarker.
Peter Gibson
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SOCCER
To quote my favourite philosopher, "There's no heavier burden than a great potential" (Snoopy). This 
adequately sums up the I.H. soccer team's efforts for 1977.
We started with a well deserved 1-0 win over Kings, the fruition of several weeks training and a tactical 
strategy carried out by all team members to perfection. Our defence of Winthrop Harewood (special mention 
for his "cool" and positional skills), Mahir bin Abdullah, Mark Mathieson and Luis Avalos capably marshalled 
by Steven Emms in goal, absorbed all the Kingsmen's raids on our goal and with relentless repetition converted 
them into I.H. scoring opportunities. The midfield quartet of Shafeeg, Russell, Murray, Nor Hashim and Bob 
Blank combined well to assist both in defence and in launching Satish and Dave McGuinness on their 
penetrating runs. The full time whistle heralded our first two points.
Encouraged by our win, the team continued training and prospects looked good as players began to pass the 
ball around well and talk to each other -  the golden essentials for any football team. Unfortunately our next 
game initiated a disastrous string of losses to Cromwell (1-0), Emmanuel (1-0) and Johns (2-1), with Leo's 
depriving us of the inevitable return to form by forfeiting. As is obvious by the very marrow losses we suffered, 
I.H. was certainly never humiliated in defeat. Without being unfair to our opposition, perhaps they can 
consider themselves lucky that we never found our shooting boots, as we certainly had our chances!
The last game of the season finished in a 2-2 draw with Union. I.H. can feel slightly cheated to draw this match 
as all the players sprayed the all around well, but once again chances went begging. The I.H. team underwent 
several changes throughout the season. Both Peter Gibson and Bob Greenhill joined us early after the start and 
deserve special mention. For guys that deny ever touching a football before, their performances were 
surprising, Peter playing a dominant role in defence and Bob always working hard and finding good space in 
midfield.
Later on, Ian Kauter and Gary Schubert joined the team as full-backs. Gary really is wasting his talents playing 
"aerial ping-pong". Thanks also to our "rugby ring-ins", Roscoe, John Hawgood, Andrew Hinsch, Stan Saw and 
Rissole, who all showed that even rugby players are versatile enough to adapt o the finer skills of the "true" 
football. Special mention must go to Rissole, who after seventy minutes had perfected all sorts of fancy 
footwork. Thanks to all the spectators, especially the stalwarts, Margie Geevers and Mr Cribb. Finally, to 
illustrate the pervading paradox of our performances in ICC, I.H. played the formidable Malaysians twice 
during the season and convincingly won both encounters, 1-0 and 4-1. Perhaps we will realize our potential IN 
THE RIGHT GAMES next year!
Robert Blank (Convenor)
MEN'S SQUASH
The 1977 squash season was short and sweet and went unnoticed by 
many. OUr team of enthusiastic players managed to battle their way to fifth 
place, beating Cromwell and Leo's in the competition. The team, slightly 
depleted compared with past years, showed that practice was not the most 
important ingredient of success. Perhaps our more senior player Allistar 
Twigg (Twiggy) had the greatest success, winning most of his matches with 
a performance combining skill and calculated violence in a rare show of 
vintage psychological warfare. With his hard drives and scrambling recovery 
shots, our perspiring pommie, Robert Boxali, managed to strike fear into his 
unlucky opponents hearts leaving them bedazzled by the end of his 
rampaging encounters. Robert Blank, the dark horse of the team, 
demonstrated that his skilled feet were an advantage in the 'game of the 
stinging racquet'. Contrary to his name, his score sheets were an indication 
of his valiant efforts. Finally, with his somewhat 'shining' displays chasing 
the little black ball, yours truly, Ray Whitehead managed to keep up his 
end.
Thanks to our faithful supporters for their encouragement during the 
competition.
Ray Whitehead 
(Convenor)
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CRICKET
I.H. went into the 1977 cricket season with inspiring confidence.
With some newly injected talent and a majority of old faces we went to our 
first match with a surprising number of practice sessions under our belt.
The benefits of training shone through and Emmanuel were humbled. Peter 
Landsberg, Ian Briggs and Ashley James spearheaded our attack, and kept 
Emmanuel's score to 85. 85 runs was no obstacle to Russel (Mallet) Murray 
who scored 55 runs. At the close of the day I.H. were 5 for 86. With added 
inspiration we went about our next match.
Union college were beaten by 7 wickets.
Cromwell college were beaten by 9 wickets, (adjoining report page 36).
It was in this game that the true talent of our skipper John (Sam) Hawgood 
showed through, taking 4 wickets for 10 runs and Chook Norris who scored 
a scintillating 51. However disaster soon followed. The Gods were against 
us the weekend we played Johns and Kings. Johns were allowed to score 
167 after we dropped 5 or 6 catches. We managed 103.
Against Kings our battling collapsed and we lost by 34 runs. However we 
came home well against Leo's with a convincing win. It was the day of the 
batsmen with Hawgood, Norris, Greenhill, Batliwalla all turning in good 
performances. As a result of our games Paul Norris and Robert Greenhill 
were selected in the ICC team.
A warm thank you to all players, who showed the spirit we so badly 
needed, and similarly to our few regular spectators.
Robert Greenhill 
Convenor
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CRICKET REPORT
Repetition borders on tedium itself, and much as we would like to have 
varying and diverse information to impart to our munificent masses, we 
apologise for our inability to do so. Once more did I.H. mangle, masticate, 
and mutilate their opposition and sprint with the ease of experience to a 9 
wicket victory. The hapless Cromwellians, as is in keeping with their 
historical namesake, had little to laugh about as the cavalier I.H. rose to its 
full omnipotence.
Deciding to bat first, the opposition were stunned by the sight of the 
usually benign figure of Captain J. Hawgood breathing fire and preparing to 
commence proceedings with the new ball. This was an immediate 
ramification of clever tactics, a late night, and the effect of a permissive 
societyon Peter Landsberg's back. But the look of amusement on the 
opposition's faces soon turned to horror when Sam, with a brilliant mixture 
of spin, pace and full toss returned the figures of 4-10. Paul Norris, 
forsaking his iron gloves operated efficiently too and had 4-11. Bob 
Greenhill meanwhile announced his retirement from spin bowling, and was 
promptly made the wicket keeper. Truly, our own versatility astounds us. 
But the highlight of the match was the over bowled by Allistar Twigg. In an 
over of studied tactical full tosses he hurled his hungover, but statuesque 
figure over the bowling crease 8 times before finally collapsing in a 
crumpled heap. His elation in capturing a wicket was dimmed only by his 
sudden demise through exhaustion and sunstroke. Such is the fortitude of 
experience! And so Cromwell snicked their last at 68 and were all out for 
69, Peter Pavusa having added two more catches to his total of 3.
On going to bat, we were mortified by the sight of our resolute opening bat 
Russell Mallet being trapped in front for 0. But may we request a large 
hand for this indomitable batsman who to date has a batting average of 
over 70 runs in 3 matches. Mallet's departure however laid the stage bare 
for the etrance of our favourite party trigk, Paul Norris, under whose 
guiding left hand a block of pale willow was transformed into a weapon of 
lethal implications. Cutting and hooking with the elan of the gifted, Paul 
caused severe traumatic shock to the bowlers who watched their best 
deliveries being dispatched to all corners of the field with unimpeachable 
impartiality. A knock of power, poise and personality, taking I.H. past the 
Cromwell total in just 9Vi overs. Paul's 51 not out deserves the appreciation 
of even the most fastidious cricket fan. And with Bob G. collecting a padent 
18 n.o., once more was victory in our palm, and sleep upon our eyes.
But a final caution to those making book on our eventual triumph. The true 
test comes on Saturday, when we play Johns. We have a chance of winning, 
but once more do we solicite your support. Please come to watch your 
college team play. Surely the prevalence of such beauty and talent is 
powerful enough to drag the laziest of you out of bed at 8.30 am. One final 
round of gratitude to our last ditch 12th man, Ross Hetherington, who in 
borrowed shirt, pants and cap has made an indelible blotch in the 
scorebook. Such devotion is heartening!
Thank you.
BILLIARDS AND SNOOKER
1977 has seen increased college interest in the arts of billiards, snooker 
and pool. This can be attributed mainly to the recovering, re-cushioning 
and levelling of the college billiard table which happened late in first 
semester. The generosity of the Student's Club in this matter enabled 
restoration of the table to a condition near to that of several years ago 
when it was donated to college by Mr Bert Martin. With care and 
consideration it could last for many more years.
There are some problems, however, adapting one's skill with the ivories 
from an 8' by 4' table such as ours to the full sized (12' x 6') ones on which 
inter-college matches are played.
After an initial loss to Emmanuel, the team was slightly rearranged for our 
match against Union. The result was a 4-0 victory to International House 
with Peter Gibson and Stanley Saw winning billiards and Peter Landsberg 
and Russell Murray winning the snooker. There were high hopes for a 
victory against St John's but their home ground advantage and a great deal 
of luck was to much for us.
Our best efforts was against Cromwell, the eventual winners of the 
competition, whom we held to a 2-2 draw. Allistar Twigg played in place of 
the injured Stan Saw and he notched up a good victory.
With further losses to St Leo's and King's, we were placed sixth overall, but 
we were unlucky not to be placed considerably higher as the number of 
narrow losses would indicate.
David Snow and David McCuinness were also members of the team which 
is still looking for a Walter Lindrum or Eddie Charlton to boost us to pre­
eminence in the '78 I.C.C. competition.
Russell Murray 
(Convenor)
DEBATING
"Never has so much been said about so little to so few".
Despite a reasonably small following this year, the three members of the 
debating team pursued victory all over the campus. The away debates 
ranged from paper planes at King's College, to an audience of beer bottles 
at St. Leo's and heckling crowds at Cromwell; but throughout, with firm jaw 
and fearless repartee, I.H. won through.
More through good luck and classic teamwork than lengthy planning, we 
managed to come third overall in the I.C.C. debating competition.
Last, if not least, we come to a scrutiny of the men themsleves -  the ones 
who acutally stood up there week after week with only mearge support -  
who faced the horrors and verbal viscosity of the other teams; Andrew 
Metcalfe (the serious), Ian Briggs (the sincere), and Russel Murray (the 
smutty). Thanks also to David McCuinness for filling in at Grace and David 
Snow for chairing against Emmanuel.
Congratulations also to "Mallett" for gaining I.C.C. selection.
Andrew Metcalfe for 
Russell Murray (Convenor)
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WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
Once again our bevy of bouncing beauties (?) thwarted the 
Amazona! opposition (almost all anyway) to gain an impressive 3rd 
place in the competition. Our only losses were to Grace (who beat 
us by a mere 30 points -  using a secret weapon in the form of a top 
state player -  very unsporting) and to Emmanuel (who wer all 
specially coached in the sneaky animal tactics their college is 
renowed for). All in all I think both those who played and those 
who gave up their Sunday nights to come and watch and make rude 
comments enjoyed the season. Our I.C.C. representatives were Sue 
Harrison and Holly Frail. Hopefully this year with our import from 
Grace (we'll show them this time) and the newcomers we may look 
forward to even bigger and better things. Holly Frail
mm'mmmmrmmmmmmmmfím (Convenor)
mmmw
WOMEN'S NETBALL
This year saw an astounding increase in enthusiasm and energy being 
channelled into the Netball by the college females. Although only gaining 
Sth place in the competition, all those games that we lost were by a mere 
,2-5 points, and every one agrees that fate was not with us. For the first time 
in a number of years the team actually had practice, and what's more, 
before breakie (unheard of in this place). Congratulations must go to Patty 
Thomson -  our only I.C.C. rep -  and thanks to all those who participated 
and helped to make it so enjoyable.
Holly Frail
(Convenor)
WOMEN'S HOCKEY
This year the women's hockey team finished sixth in the ICC tussle. This is 
one position up on last year. I must say at this point that being sixth is 
certainly no great honour. But we truly enjoyed every minute of it, which I 
believe should always be the most important outcome in a game.
Our one win was against Duchesne College. We also drew with Milton 
House. It is of interest to note that we only lost by two goals to Women's 
college who were champions this year. This was mainly due to the 
individual efforts of Hafeeza Ahamed (right inner), Karen Gilmore (centre 
forward), Margaret Nolan (right half) and Jill McBryde (centre half). 
Between them, they scored all the goals and helped tremendously to stop 
more from heading into ours!
To all the others in the team who had never played before, thanks ever so 
much for giving the spectators their most memorable moments. In fact, 
what we girls lacked in skill, we made up for in enthusiasm.
Last but not least, my thanks Nelle Inoke (nee van Buuren) and Sue 
Harrison and Karnchana Leelayuwapun (alias Na) who had been players of 
long standing who left college early in the season for various reasons.
Finally, I would like to offer my sincere gratitude to the guys for teaching us 
the basics of "stock-work" and "ball-control" and especially to Lynelle 
Thelander coaching us.
Van Tan. 
(Convenor)
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SPORTS CONVENORS REPORT
Probably the highlight of I.H.'s sporting prowess in 1977 was the 
magnificent win by the men's hockey team. The team, with two 
I.C.C. representatives Nor Hashim and Salah Shihab, defeated 
King's champions for the last six years.
Another pleasing result from the small college that we are, was the 
women's basketball. The girls were placed third (behind Grace and 
Emmanuel) and had two I.C.C. reps, Sue Harrison and Holly Frail. 
Along a similar vein our talented cricket team came third (John's 
won) with two I.C.C. reps, Rob Greenhill and Paul Norris (alumni), 
both for the second year. Also the debating team produced an 
impressive third, with Russell Murray gaining I.C.C. selection.
The rowing results were disappointing and we're sure this may be 
improved upon next year. Incidently King's and Union won the 
men's and women's competition respectively. We also gained fifth 
place in the squash and sixth in the billiards and snooker (with a 
notable win over Union college).
I.H. produces some excellent results in the golf. Our women's team 
performed magnificently to win their competition and the men 
gained third place, with Rick Harbolovic gaining I.C.C. 
representation for the third consecutive year. In the athletics I.H. 
came third with Jill McBryde, Chrius (Arfa) Blenkin, and Boonsong 
Kosa attaining I.C.C. pennants. Chris must also be congratulated for 
his win in the cross country.
In the netball I.H. came sixth with Patti Thomson being our only 
I.C.C. team member. Despite many injuries the football team put 
up a valiant performance. Congratulations to Ross Hetherington for 
being chosen for the I.C.C. team. Incidently Leo's won the football. 
The mens volley ball team made an impressive effort to come 
second in their competition. Bob Blank and Steve Emms were the 
stars of the soccer team being the I.H. representatives for the I.C.C. 
team.
Overall the college's results in the sporting activities have been 
quite fair, with a few notable high spots. But we would implore the 
quieter college members to try a post next year. It's an opportunity 
open to you to participate in possibly new sports without 
punishment for trying. You may as well try something while at Uni 
because you'll probably never get the chance in later life.
Holly and I would like to thank all the separate convenors for their 
invaluable organising, and all those individuals who represented the 
college.
Leighton Cochran 
Holly Frail
and now, the all new- first time ever
KANYANA
TICK -  THE -  BALL' CONTEST
INSTRUCTIONS
SEND ALL ENTRIES 
TO SCHOOL OF ANATOMY, 
UNI. OF QLD.
FOR EVALUATION 
(PICKING APPENDIX 
SCARS IS AN 
INVALID ENTRY)
DIRECTIONS
CIRCLE GENERAL AREA 
IN WHICH YOU BELIEVE 
THE REQUIRED ARTICLE/S 
TO BE. DO NOT PUT X 
OR TICK.
IN THIS CASE, AN 
APPROXIMATION WILL 
BE WRONG ENOUGH ANYWAY.
FIRST PRIZE THE FINE TRANSISTOR OUR MODEL IS HOLDING AND
ATTEMPTING TO TUNE
SECOND PRIZE (for guessing name of model)
THE PRETTY PYJAMAS HE'S WEARING
ENTER NOW -  ANYONE WITH A BRAIN COULD WIN
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The word ‘understanding’ gets a fair bashing in our daily speech. We throw it about unhesitatingly, with scant 
regard to what it implies, or connotes to others.
I overheard a chance remark in the dining room the other day.
“I’ve never spoken to him,” one erudite student was pontificating, “but I feel I understand him!”
What a ridiculous statement. There is no such thing as innately understanding someone by gazing at his face, 
because a person is his views, his ideas, his philosophies, and to understand him is to understand ‘why’ he is 
what he is, and to allow him to be just that.
Perhaps that is the problem. The communication gap (God save us from such patt phrases) between the Asian 
and the Australian is hindering a complete ‘internationalism’ in us. How many of us have bothered to ascertain 
another’s way of thinking? If not, how can we ever hope to understand them?
Fatima Vincent has interviewed 12 Asians, and asked questions an Australian might — their problems, impressions 
of this country and its inhabitants, the fascility or otherwise of their assimilation. Their answers we hope will 
give the non-Asian an insight into these people’s deeper feelings, the real them that no-one else bothered to get 
to know.
Fatima then showed their answers to three Australians who were asked to comment 
on these. She next gives us a personal viewpoint, which compounds the feelings vented 
in the interview. A final perspective concludes the article and hopes to bridge the hiatus 
that language leaves open.
The idea behind this article is to get the non-Asian to understand the Asian — 
his frustrations and fears. It is not, nor was ever intended to be a platform for a 
cultural or ideological showdown. Read it then not as one particular National 
but as an International. If something hurts you, it wasn’t meant to. It’s the honest 
essence of one man’s mind.
And how else could you ever get to know him!
THE ESSENCE OF UNDERSTANDING
Fatima Vincent came to Australia in 1977, to do her Masters 
in Physics. She plans to stay here until 1979. Her views echo 
m ost o f  the fears the foreigner feels in a strange land.
I was asked to write an article about how the students of a 
different cultural set up like Asia adjust to  the new 
environm ent and w hat they feel about the change. Well, to 
make it more general I interviewed some students, mostly 
Ceylonese and Indians, b o th  in and out of International 
House. I have interviewed twelve people and I thought it 
would be best to quote them verbatim.
1st person (well travelled family man)
When I first w ent to England as a student, I was single. In 
our society the family ties are deep and strong. So when one 
goes to a foreign country, there is a sense of loss and one 
longs for his people. Because he is unhappy, he will find fault 
as well. The way of life and values of life in a Western 
society are different from ours. As a result, one rebels 
against a system which is no t the same as at hom e. The 
food is also different. All these things make it m ore difficult 
to adapt and accept. As a result one’s work is affected and 
when this happens, one becomes more and more miserable. 
Those who are more amenable adjust to  the different ways 
of life quickly. The sooner the better!
2nd person  (Male)
When I came here first I had no friends. Later I m ade a 
limited num ber of friends, mainly o ther foreigners. 
Americans and Frenchm en made b e tte r friends w ith me 
than Australians. Generally we tend to clique w ith the 
people of the same interests (cultural values) and goals 
(studies). Then there is the identity  crisis. Australians 
think only they are full of ideas. We also have ideas. 
Australians are conservative about their attitudes. They still 
have the pre World War II ideas which were taught in 
schools and told by  parents about the Asian and African 
countries. I will call these negative attitudes. Among the 
Australians, those who have travelled abroad are nice and 
friendly to foreigners. The girls are more board m inded 
than guys. M ostly because they are hum anities students and 
study about different cultures and perhaps because of the 
attraction  of unlike poles. In m y opinion a w om an should 
be a home lover, a husband lover, traditional and feminine 
under any circumstance. A man should be fully conversant 
about his ideas, should n o t be a drunkard (though I drink) 
and should be faithful to his wife (whenever he is w ith her, 
i.e. not to hu rt her feelings). One reason for being fáithful 
to one’s wife is the concern for one’s children.
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3rd person (male)
Australians are open minded. They are much advanced in 
their ideas and attitudes. There is more freedom for 
children. Parents don’t interfere with their lives (i.e. 
forced marriages). An Australian wife is very attractive to 
her husband. They are not husband and wife only, they are 
friends as well.
4th person (male)
I came with the expectations that this would be a 
beautiful country. Now I think this is worse than home. All 
I learnt here were beef eating habits. In the cities o f  my 
country, to go from one restaurant to another takes five 
minutes. I can get a bus or a taxi. Here there are no such 
facilities as travel is costly, and students don ’t have much 
money with which to enjoy their stay. In Australia I have 
found a lack o f hospitality and racial prejudice. Here the 
students look like adults but they are immature and 
intellectually under developed. They never converse about 
anything intellectual. What I appreciate about this country 
is that there is no robbery, no pickpocketing. Also these 
people are stingy. This is not a disciplined society!
5th person (female)
They don ’t bother about other people’s embarrassment!
The girls misbehave in public. They don ’t go out o f  their 
way to be friendly with us. I was homesick when I first 
came — well everybody goes through that. Everybody thinks 
what we are used to is the only right way.
6th person(male, husband o f above)
I don’t mind girls misbehaving in public. It is fun to look 
at. In this society there is a lack o f family unity — but that 
is none o f  our business. Here the people are polite, informal 
and good beer drinkers. They don ’t mix freely. It takes 
a long time to make friends. We think ours is the supreme 
race — it is human to think so.
7th person (female)
I was home sick when I first came. It was easier to adapt 
to a job . There was no need to learn a third language to 
get a job . Australians think Indians can’t do anything. One 
thing I can’t stand about the Australians is their superiority 
complex. They are selfish and stingy but generally good.
It is a free society. They are ready to mix with us if we 
make the first move!
8th person (male, husband o f  above)
When I first came there were not many people o f  my 
country. Most o f  them started coming after 1976. A t my 
Department the lab. staff are not very helpful. Other 
Asians too have this same opinion. They exepct the 
foreigners to work from 8 — 4. As for Australians they 
overlook these things. If they see that a person is going to 
settle down in Australia, their friendship vanishes — that 
is what I heard.
9th person (female, new to Australia)
As for their culture, they have more freedom unlike our 
hostile life at home. Everything is in your own hands. I am 
happy because o f  the separation from my family. These 
people are reluctant to make friends. At home the concept 
is a friend in need! Here it is just keeping company at a 
party. That’s one thing you miss here. There is not much 
hospitality here either. I don’t like the food . If a choice 
were given, I would prefer to go back.
10th person (male, new to Australia — has been abroad — 
is a coursework student)
I am missing my family. This country looked different 
because o f the advanced technology. But it was not per­
plexing to me because I knew about it beforehand. It is 
the food and cooking that is causing anxiety. They don’t 
have the same ingredients as at home (e.g. coconut). Here 
they have different systems o f education — they don’ t 
spoon feed. One must explore on their own through the 
books, which is good!
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11th person (male — new to Australia — Research Student)
I am not bothered about culture. I t ’s O.K. I am missing my 
family. It is difficult to find a house at a reasonable rent.
If there is a scheme to help us find a house, w ithin our 
financial limits it would be good. I t is the distance from 
home, moneywise as well, tha t is causing anxiety. Because 
of the distance, close com m unication is also missing. Even a 
call is expensive. I t  is $9 for 3 mins. As for studies, we can 
do what we like and this atmosphere is good. For a course 
work student who is used to the set up of lecturer doing 
more work, it may be a b it worrying for a few m onths.
12th person (male — new to Australia — Course Student)
I am homesick. Here friendship is no t strong, unlike at home. 
Even coming to Australia upset me, because of an accident 
compulsiating me to spend a day in Singapore. Food and 
cooking is'a problem! Here Professors and lecturers are 
helpful. They even give you a lift after lectures. But being 
a part-tim e student I d on ’t  have tim e for close contacts with 
people. This system is different. I t is a large com plex of 
libraries and it takes time to adjust. The Medical Centre is 
good. Here books are expensive, even second hand books. 
There is no time to see this country. There is no way of 
getting inform ation about my country in the form  of 
newspapers and magazines. I would like to share accom­
modation (college or house) with Australians, at least for 
2/3 m onths. What I was surprised about was hitchhiking — 
at home not m any people would stop their cars for 
strangers. People — even the adm inistration — are helpful.
When this was read to the Australians, their response was:
1st Australian (female)
People of the older generation like our parents, d on ’t come 
in contact with say, Indians. Naturally their ideas will be 
different. A nother thing is tha t people o f Indian origin 
who are the citizens of different countries, have given a 
wrong image because they themselves d o n ’t  know w hat 
India is like. Stinginess is no t necessarily a quality of 
Australians only.
2nd Australian (female)
I d on ’t  know Asians very closely. I know a little o f the 
views held by Indians and Pakistanis. They are proud of 
their race. There is strong resentm ent about having been 
ruled by the British. T hat is something they will never 
forget. They are conscious about the short comings in 
their country  and are ready to go ou t and get a b e tte r 
education. They are keen in getting a western education and 
the scholarship, bu t after getting it they say ‘Our scholars 
are bette r than the Australians’. There is a superiority 
complex, which all have. I t  is unfortunate tha t there is a 
conflict like that. I think tha t British treated them  very 
badly. In that case it is the British tha t should be blamed.
It is unfortunate there is such a gulf of separation. As for 
the stinginess, here we d on ’t have extreme differences in 
standard of living. No extrem e poverty, only a little  extreme 
wealth. So there is no need for people to  p ity  one another, 
or to give anything to anyone. Because of this, Asians 
bear some resentm ent. But I have heard m any of them 
saying they don’t w ant to  go back hom e. We don’t  realize 
how lucky we are in Australia! The school leavers (i.e. 
freshers) d o n ’t know much about o ther cultures, and hence 
they tend to  clique together. This is frustrating to  foreigners. 
When the foreigners came, they were wary about the 
people’s negative attitudes and this made them defensive.
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3rd Australian (male)
When I was first asked to add m y impressions to  this article 
and was handed the ideas of those who had w ritten  before me, 
I fully expected to read the old complaints tha t Australians 
drink beer and play football and simply refuse to  make 
contact with overseas students because o f an inbuilt and 
deep seated racial prejudice. And while this type o f argument 
does exist (and I d o n ’t  doubt its validity to  a lim ited extent 
either), I found' the whole series of articles a refreshing 
change.
What surprised me m ost was the strongly expressed desire 
by m any of the interviewees to establish deeper and closer 
relationships with Australian students. To an outsider or 
newcomer in College, tha t I should be surprised by this 
m ust appear surprising itself — after all surely a place such 
as I.H. would attrac t people who desire to increase m ulti­
national friendships. But after even a few m onths, if we 
expect com plete interaction, we will be disappointed, for 
while it occurs on  a lim ited scale, in a widespread sense, it 
is absent.
This I have come to accept, b u t I had always been under the 
impression tha t a large part of its cause lay in the desire of 
overseas students to  remain in the company of their fellow 
nationals. This is quite natural behaviour because everyone 
feels more com fortable w ith people of similar interests and 
background to theirs. A t present I am talking on a personal 
level — Australians in general, I freely adm it are just as 
likely, if no t more so, to  stay in their own social group.
But it was because I had never observed an obvious desire 
on the part of a large num ber of overseas students to 
establish closer ties with Australians, tha t I assumed it do 
did no t exist. Hence I was so surprised by  the sentiments 
expressed in these articles. One obvious cause of this was 
ignorance on m ay part, bu t of course it runs bo th  ways.
What we have here is the basic problem  of a breakdow n 
in com m unication.
Few people áre sufficiently extroverted to  go o u t of their 
way to create a friendship where little com m on interest 
exists, particularly if no encouragem ent has been  shown.
So inevitably the com m unication breakdow n is perpetuated. 
However this is w hat makes this article so interesting because 
it can open all our eyes to  opinions we haven’t  heard before. 
So perhaps in the future, bearing this in m ind, we can judge 
our contem pories a little less harshly and take the occasional 
risk in  attem pting to  bridge this gap.
M y Own Views
To describe m y own experience I would like to divide it 
into three stages.
The first stage was tha t o f hatred. I hated everything tha t 
took m e away from hom e — including studies. I did not 
w ant to  m ix with Australians. Everything about this country 
seemed to  be wrong. Everything about m y country  seemed 
to be right.
L ittle by  little I began to realize the fact th a t there are not 
many people of my country to  m ix w ith. This is the second 
stage.
When I was at hom e, out of 14 million people, I had a 
handful o f friends. Now I m ust select friends out of the 
handful o f Ceylonese here. There is a lack of choice, 
therefore a lack of friends. I was finding strangers (i.e. 
people of different nationalities) being surprisingly good 
and helpful and now tha t I was developing a liking for 
these people, I started comparing bo th  cultures. Thinking 
a t last tha t Ijhis strange country has some merits comparable 
to OURS! (Still thinking big of my country). I t takes very 
little tim e to get to  the third stage (not the last though). Nov 
I have found some good friends among the Australians as 
well, and realize tha t a person need no t to  belong to  a 
certain nationality to be kind and understanding. The 
personal merits or defects should no t be attribu ted  to  the 
country. Now I have started seeing our own mistakes and 
have started appreciating the m ertis of this society noting 
the changes tha t should be brought about in our society. 
A fter all tha t is why we came.
P.S. I take personal responsibility for all the statem ents made 
by the people I interviewd, because I think I have gone 
through all those stages at one time or another.
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THE FINAL PERSPECTIVE
Many of the phrases and terms used by the non- 
Australians in this article may sound strange or 
inexplicable to the local. Language, like any other 
aspect of life, changes in its usage and implications 
from country to country.
What for instance is ‘misbehaving in public’? And 
why this fascination with hospitality?
The Asian way of thinking is a unique and often 
incomprehensible thing. It finds its base in tradition 
taught at one’s grandparent’s knee, and encompasses 
all the ambits of culture, and a set societal pattern.
It is derived from a deeply entrenched family system, 
one wherein the effects of time upon existing norms 
is seldom questioned. One is raised to respect the 
one right way, with little allowance for challenging 
the old with the new. Antiquity and experience are 
held at high value. Propriety, by our concepts, is 
a rigid code of behaviour wherein the flightness of 
youth is curbed in defference to the values of the 
old.
Yet at the same time, the family system teaches 
many invaluable lessons, of which selfishness is not 
the least. To share is divine, to give is God’s way 
etc. Hence a certain social philanthrophy is a natural 
characteristic. Not amongst people of different 
stratas but more amongst yourselves, your own type. 
It’s not a question of alms to the needy, but help to 
a friend. And therefore the more Australian 
concept of individualism maybe construed as 
stinginess. The Asian’s largess,, even with his limited 
funds, is quite different to the Australian, more 
pernicious ‘your shout this time’.
Again the emphasis on á moral code in our up­
bringing, an unyielding one at that, gives rise to 
sentiments of ‘misbehaving’. In this context it 
means a girl kissing in public, or possibly flirting. 
Quite innocuous in this society but shameful in ours.
Hence most of the problems the Asian has are 
manifestations of his inability to equate his learnt 
norms to the Australian ones. We lead in Asia, a 
life cloistered from the changes in society most 
Western countries have undergone. To be faced with 
these anomalous trends is disturbing and very often 
aggravating. Because who takes the time to explain 
that its not our traditional views that are being 
slighted or laughed at, but merely the persuance of 
the accepted social patterns here?
Time, however remefies this situation, as Fatima 
herself points out. After a year, her opinion of this 
country and its people is warmer, more flexible. 
She appreciates differences, and the yardsticks, 
brought with her are wearing down. But Fatima 
is a person who herself took the trouble to mix, 
takes the first step? And if we are to be left in our 
own shells of singulairty, are loneliness and frust­
ration not the natural recourse?
What we tried to do here is to help you understand 
us, and our failings in your society. And only you 
can make us part of it! !
Shapoor Batliwalla
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THE MIGRATION
Coming to Australia CAN BE the dream of 
many a foreigner. Robert Boxali laughs over 
the trials and tribulations of his migration.
A MIGRATION:
Australia existed in my atlas, and had a rather 
weird shape, my Geography master taught 
me that. A few other facts percolated into my 
brain, the overall impression being a large 
lump of desert with a few islands of human 
habitation dotted around the edges, the rest 
of the space being filled with Merinos, 
artesian water and the Snowy Mountains 
Irrigation Scheme. My biased education had 
begun.
The next phase of the process was sparked 
off by the great character Barry McKenzie.
My formal education did not include the 
barbaric pastimes that Bazza regularly 
practised, but to a teenager this lifestyle had 
a certain appeal (but it is rapidly lost after 
several years of patient application). Hence 
my scanty geographical knowledge was 
supplimented with a dose of biased 
sociological knowledge.
University offered me a chance to meet a real 
Australian, and the results disagreed with my 
former conclusions. Craig was rich and 
successful in comparison to me, and only a 
couple of years older. This was when the 
interest was kindled, maybe the image of 
"The Land of Opportunity" was more than 
just a myth. Riding in his recently acquired 
Aston Martin (soon to be exported), 
reinforced both the jealousy and the idea 
that there may be better places in the World 
than England.
Tentative inquiries at the Australian High 
Commission in London did nothing to 
dampen my resolution, but successful 
shattered my fragile plans; as their attitude 
was somewhat offhand. Being stubborn, I 
reasoned that if they wanted to keep people 
out, it must be worth getting in -  what logic. 
So, I carefully planned my next attempt.
Two years passed, and then the impossible 
happened (if you happen to be a Biologist), I 
was offered a job, and in a Uni. Tossing up 
between the dole in England, and 
employment in the Antipodes (almost), I took 
the plunge for better or for worse. Back to 
the pen-pushing pragmatists in London, who 
luckily did not remember me. After much 
maltreatment in medicals, and scrutinising of 
records, I was informed that I might get a visa 
-  generous types, I thought. Never mind, I 
never expected to make the V.I.P. category.
Finally, off to a new life and new 
opportunities (that's what it said in the 
brochure). Impressions were that the major 
things are very similar, which is a sad thing to 
admit after so much effort, but definitely the 
quality of life is much better here. So, all in 
all, the effort has been worthwhile, and who 
can tell what the future has in store.
Rob Boxali
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THE HUMOUR SECTION
STRICTLY FOR ADULTS OVER THE AGE OF REASON
HE WHO HAS LOST HIS TEMPER -  
HE WHO HAS LOST HIS MONEY -  
HE WHO HAS LOST HIS REASON -  
HE WHO HAS LOST HIS HUMOUR -
IS UNWISE!
IS PURIFIED!
HAS LOST HIS HEAD! 
IS DEAD!
-  WISE OLD INDIAN SAYING, 
(and can’t you just hear him saying it.)
This section may be offensive to some.
Sobriety, while great when discussing the Common Market, 
or America’s commitments to the Philippines, must like a good 
attack of constipation, ease up sometime! The greatest sign 
of the changing times is to laugh today at yesterday’s values.
Ed.
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COLLEGE
PHARMACISTS
REPORT
PHARMACIST’S REPORT
It has been a pleasure to have been able to do my b it for b irth  
control and to  have served this great institution. I would like to thank 
all patrons who frequented the pharm acy and made ‘77 a successful 
year financially.
Sales topped 30 dozen by the end of the financial period. Trade was 
slow at the beginning of the year, b u t picked up as a successful 
advertising campaign was undertaken. Several catchy slogans were 
introduced. One which springs im m eidately to  m ind is “ If  you have a 
w hopper, we have the stopper” . A decline in trade was noticed 
towards exam, period, however it was pleasing to see the real stayers 
using nocturnal activities to  release their etfam tensions and anxieties. 
Second semester started off w ith a bang and the m arket was firm all 
semester. Trade again decreased during exam time to a slow dribble. 
Once again thank  you, and I hope next year you will support the 
pharm acist as you have me.
Yours sincerely,
Ross Ole.
PHARMACIST R. OLE, PERSONALLY TRYING OUT 
NEW STOCK LINES
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KANYANA’SPOLITICALPAGE
A salute to our new leader Mr ALLISTAR TWIGG of the (Student’s 
Health and International Tolerance’ party (Abbreviations not to be used)
Our venerable leader showing his typical ãggression, 
poise, and boyish charm as he straddles problematic issues at hand.
BALLAD TO OUR BOSS -  MR A. TWIGG
Your earthy charm, your easy grace 
Made us go vote for you.
Could we resist your benign face 
Or pallsied palour blue, (or is it purple).
So now it’s done, you’ve gone and won 
It’s you who rule the roost 
Now live up to all you promised us 
FREE SEX, FREE FAGS, and BOOZE.
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and presenting
I.H. POLITICAL PARTIES
that lost!
An Introduction to the various political fronts at college
PARTY NAME: People 
Against 
Intruding
Nosey
Senior Residents
PARLIAMENTARY POSITION: Against exit door with
safety catch off.
MAJOR ISSUES : Reinstituting Capital Punishment
for Piano Players.
MAJOR WEAKNESSES: Asphyxiation from paper
bags.
MAJOR STRENGTH: Extra durable glad bags
for delayed action water bombs.
PARTY LEADER: Lt. Gen. ‘Rip-em-up’ ROLE.
PARTY NAME: Peoples
Organization 
for an 
Orifice 
Freedom
PARLIAMENTARY POSITION : Redundant when parliament
is sitting.
MAJOR ISSUES: Development o f
backward areas.
MAJOR WEAKNESSES: Party Issues regarded as not
too penetrating.
MAJOR STRENGTH: Will bend over to help
anyone.
PARTY LEADER -  PRETTYPAULLIE HAMILL
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PARTY NAME: The
Workers
Against
Tepid
Showers
PARLIAMENTARY POSITION: Rigid, with rightarm outstreteched.
MAJOR ISSUES: Introduction of Sauerkraut
on College menus.
MAJOR WEAKNESSES: Particularly susceptible to
tennis elbow.
MAJOR STRENGTHS: Medals and uniforms easily
available from Vincent De Pauls.
PARTY LEADER: Gen. ‘G oofy’ Goeballs
PARTY NAME: Wonderful 
Energy 
Expending 
Naunceless 
Innocents for 
Enjoyment of 
Society
PARLIAMENTARY POSITION : Undiscernable, but good
use of floor.
MAJOR ISSUES: Favours Status Quo
MAJOR WEAKNESSES : Danger of Pelvic
Dislocation.
MAJOR STRENGTH: In calves.
PARTY LEADER: TEENIE WEENIE BOPPIN’BOB.
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SNIPPETS O F '77
Here's just a few fleeting impressions of the lighter side of 1977. Of 
course we couldn’t include all, below are some of the memorable 
incidents -
Chris Humphries and Rissole derived , 
fighting, using it w ith devastati^ " ~ residents of low er ^(and — ,.vea a unique form of water 
i devastating results on some of the studious
.. .^ wer D  tower, by disguising them selves in raincoats 
vand paper bag masks) and arming them selves w ith bike pumps
filled  with water. The attack was surprising (and uncalled for) but
after the initial shock had worn off retaliation came. Discarding the
subtleties of disguise, their honorable opponent used the tim e
proven method of a "sugar and water bomb all over the bed" to
retaliate. Last thing we heard they w ere experimenting with honey bombs and burni  paper p lan es.............
David (Onion) Snow was really attracting an audience half way 
through second semester when he embarked on a body building 
exercise, ably assisted by Bob Blank's bullworker. Looking at his 
progress, the ignorant might question the authenticity of this article 
-  but you should have sen him before he started. (The latest news 
we have is that Onion has been condemned under a City Council 
ordinance for having an unsound body).
When the world talks about "wild" Africa, it isn’t the flora and fauna 
they are referring to, but rather about some of those wild C tower 
parties (strategically situated above the cellar) starring Des, Amos,
Peter, Mohammed et a l ..............
The fancy dress gave people a chance to show everyone who they'd
like to be but weren't -  although you wonder when Paul Hamill
dresses up as Atom Ant; Peter Gibson found his vocation as a baby;
Ray (Shiny) Whitehead as a drink machine (visions of grandeur
here!); and Doc. Holly and Cos as three "blind" mice (if they
weren't when they came they certainly were later. . . . ) ;  Andrew
Metcalfe as Superman (what else!); while Rissole didn't surprise anyone when he went in drag.
J
I
"Afra" Blenkin once more carried nouse colours through thick 
and thin, up h ill and down dale, to capture his second successive
I.C .C . Ironman title. The event was not without its trials anH tribulations: including swallowing a  goldfish live A  '
\
' warm beer, eating a dry weet-bix and feats.
mg VãriouL J uS ofat/)/,ef/c
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I.H. PINUPS 1977
Selection for the title of ‘beauty of the year’ was no easy task. 
But after great deliberation, the following spunks were chosen as 
Pin-ups 1977, by the Charles DARWIN Society.
FOR THE GIRLS:
HUNK OF THE YEAR
IAN “ADONIS” BRIGGS 
MEASUREMENTS: 28’- 2 2 ’- 2 8 ’
ROOM No. For 1978: F 10 
HAIR: Nondescript Sandy 
EYES: Two, deepset 
NOSE: Aqualine 
CHIN(S): Firm, dimpled
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES: Ian’s torso exhibits 
a gentle, almost benign calm, but when 
aroused, bristles and fills out his Tee shirt.
(His hair stands on end).
THE SECRET OF SUCCESS
“My body,” said Ian looking down 
through his magnifying glass, “ is like 
a well oiled machine” . Thus explaining 
away his pimples “I eat plenty of leafy 
greens, carrots, and almost no meat. 
Perhaps that’s why my closer friends 
call me Stringbean, he smiles. “Sleep 
and sport are very important. I play 
chess, tiddlywinks, and I spy, which 
allows me to do both simultaneously. 
But I wasn’t always like this” , he 
concludes.
FOR THE BOYS:
SPUNK OF THE YEAR
“ROSSITA ROLE” 
MEASUREMENTS: 45’- 4 5 ’- 4 5 ’
ROOM No. For 1978: Varies Nightly 
HAIR: Nylon 
EYES: Red or Black 
NOSE: Pert 
CHIN(S): Three 
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES: Two, dimpled.
THE SECRET OF SUCCESS
“I don’t believe in too much 
exercise” , simpered Rossita, 
who boasts she’s never run 
away from anyone, “but sport 
is important. I ’m a great shot,” 
she said allowing us to inspect 
her 45’s. Her secret to 
happiness, she confides is “ to 
accept the hard facts of life, 
without a struggle. To 
recuperate from the year’s 
troubles I was to take my 
annual leave in Sweden” , 
she told us, “but from now 
on N.S.W. will do” .
How’s that for patriotism?
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GILLETTE TWIN II -
FOR THA T BAB Y BOTTOM LIKE FEELING
BIG PENS - NEVER STOP WRITING
c
L
A
S
S
I
F
I
E
D
A
D
S
BLUE CLINIC SHAMPOO -  
PUTS BOUNCE BACK INTO YOUR HAIR
STEFANS -
FOR THAT DISTINCTIVE STYLING
w hen  o n l y  t h e  b e s t  w il l  d o . BULLWORKER  -
SHOULDERS THAT LIFT THE WORLD
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bin ABDULLAH, Mahir: 104 Kudiang 
Kedah, Malaysia. (Medicine) 
AHMAD, Sharifah:
AHAMED, Hafeeza: 50 Orchidmago, 
Male Rep 02, Maldives Islands. 
(Physiotherapy)
ALAM, M.K.: 353 Ohem mond R/A, 
Dacca, Bangladesh. (M. Eng. Sc.) 
ALPIZAR, Jesus: I.H. Brisbane (M. 
Agr. Sc.)
ANGUS, Beverley: 96 Maliawa Drive, 
Palm Beach. (Science)
ARDILL, Elizabeth:
BATLIWALLA, Shapoor: Costabelle, 
Perry Cross Rd, Bandra, Bombay. 
(M.B.A.)
BATTEN, Helen: 8 Fisher Avenue, 
Southport. (Speech Therapy) 
BELDAN, Vicki : P.O. Box 52, Criterion 
Hotel, Warwick. (Social Work) 
BENNETT, Anne:
BIDDLE, Leonie: 258 Chapel Hill Rd, 
Chapel Hill. (Arts)
BLANK, Robert: 109 Monash Rd, 
Tarragindi. (Arts/Law)
BLENKIN, Chris: 1 st Avenue, Sawtell. 
(Medicine)
BREMNER, Susan: Kamaroola St, 
Beaudesert. (Veterinary Science) 
BRIGGS, Ian: 43 Cronin Ave, Main 
Beach. (Commerce Law)
BOXALL, Robert: 2 Cherry Tree Close, 
Devon, England. (Post Grad. Ento­
mology)
CHAMCHONG, Chat: 169 Tiwanon, 
Nontraburl, Bangkok, Thialand. (Ph. 
D. Ag. Econ.)
COCHRAN, Leighton: 6/18 Queen 
St. Southport. (Engineering) 
COSSINS, Vicki: 19 McHugh Cres., 
Whitfield, Cairns. (Speech Therapy) 
COWDEN, Bill: S. 11E Broad St, 
Ozark, AIA, USA. 36360. (Post Grad. 
Science)
CROWE, Andrew: 27 Gladstone Rd, 
Bowral, N.S.W. (Law) 
CROWTHER, Jeffery: 73 Regatta 
Parade, Southport. (Law)
CUA, Soloman: 36 Roosevelt St, San 
Joan, Rizal, Philippines. (Law) 
D’ARCY, Anne: 6 Sydney St, South- 
port. (Arts)
D’ARCY, Justin: 6 Sydney St, South- 
port. (Medicine)
DEAN James:
DEAN, Veronica: 7 Erobin St,
Cleveland. (B. Ed. Studies) 
DELANEY, Jillian: 18 North St, 
Childers. (Post Grad. Social Work) 
DONNELLY, Frances: 7 Culgoola St, 
Kedron. (Law)
DRABSCH, Jet: 3 Ewart St, Burleigh 
Heads. (Science)
DUNLOP, Graham: 9 James St, 
Murwillumbah. (Surveying) 
DURIYAPRAPAN, Soonthorn: 196
ASRCT, Bang Khen, Bangkok, 
Thialand. (M.S.)
DURMAN, Peter: c/- A.N.Z. Bank, 
Alice Springs. (Medicine)
EMMS, Stephen: 109 Morley Dr, 
Nollamara, W.A. (Veterinary 
Science)
FAKALATA, Ofa: P.O. Box 1165, 
Nukualofa, Tonga Islands. (Science) 
FALCONER, Ashley: 53 Margaret St, 
Toowoomba. (Commerce Law) 
FONG, Jonathon: 42 Suelin St, 
Boondal. (Science)
FONG, Meng Sum: 6 Jalam Merchu, 
Kenny Hill, Kuala Lumpur. (Medicine) 
FONG, Thomas: P.O. Box 95, Lautoka, 
Fiji. (Commerce)
FORDAY, Wayne: 37 Cambridge St, 
Rockhampton. (Science)
FRAIL, Holly: 25 Southern Cross Dr., 
Cronin Island, Surfers Paradise. 
(Science)
GEEVERS, Margaret: ‘Red Tulip 
Ranch’ Cooroy. (Arts)
GIBSON, Elizabeth: 137Housden St, 
North Rockhampton. (Arts) 
GIBSON, Peter: 137 Housden St, 
North Rockhampton. (Economics) 
GILMORE, Karen: 60 King St, 
Queenscliffe, Victoria. (Engineering) 
GONDIPON, Raphael: P.O. Box 27, 
Penampong, Sabah, Malaysia. (Ag. 
Science)
GRAFF, Jenny: c/- Wriede's Phey: 
200 Bourbong St, Bundaberg. 
(Medicine)
GRECH, Sandra: P.O. Box4, Miriwinni. 
(Pharmacy)
GREENHILL, Robert: Midgera St, 
Southport. (Medicine)
HAGAN, Chris: 1824 North 19th Boise, 
Idaho, 83702 USA. (M.Sc.) 
HAMILL, Paul: 19 Macadam St, Mary­
borough. (Science)
HAREWOOD, Winthrop: I.H., Bris­
bane (Veterinary Science) 
HARJANTO, Sarno: Gang Tilil No. 
365A/1440 Bandung, Indonesia. 
(Geology)
HAWGOOD, John: 133 Margate Pde, 
Margate, Redcliffe. (Arts/Law) 
HEPWORTH, Rosie: 5 Malakoff St, 
Biloela. (Arts)
HETHERINGTON, Ross: 88 Stale- 
farm Rd, Biloela. (Medicine)
HILL, Bradley: M/S 497 Jonaryan. 
(Social Work)
HINSCH, Andrew: 33 O'Reilly St, 
Mundingburra, Townsville. (Pharmacy) 
IDRIS, Nor Hashim: 66 Jalan
Seremban, Kuala Pilah, NS, Malaysia. 
ISOKANGAS, Anneli: 2 Theodore St, 
Tully. (Science)
JAMIESON, Heather: 10 Marshall St, 
Warwick. (Arts)
JONES, Gregory: I.H. Brisbane. (Law) 
KAHEMBE, Amos: I.H. Brisbane. 
(Agriculture)
KANNAN, P: I.H. Brisbane. (Veterinary 
Science)
KNOWLES, Janelle: 96 Regatta Pde, 
Southport. (Occupational Therapy) 
KUSEWA, Peter: I.H. Brisbane. (M.
Agricultural Science)
LAI, Joseph: Flat A 49/F, 2 Oaklands 
Path, Hong Kong. (M. Eng. Sc.) 
LAM Lai Sing: Bendemger Rd,
Singapore. (Ph.D. Govt.) 
LANDSBERG, Peter: 5 Arthur St, 
Beaudesert. (Medicine)
LEE, Yung: I.H. Brisbane. (Veterinary 
Science)
MAGANLAL, Satish: P.O. Box 1150, 
Suva, Fiji. (Pharmacy)
MALEK, Ainan: Kampong Batu 17, 
Padang Rengas, Perak, Malaysia. 
(Engineering)
MARIANO, E.B.: UP Losbanos,
Philippines. (Ph.D. Ag. Econ.) 
MAXIM, Neva: 196 Station Rd, Sunny- 
bank. (Arts)
McBRYDE, Jill: 61 Rundle St, Rock­
hampton. (Veterinary Science) 
McGUINNESS, David: 32 Clematis 
St, Gympie. (Arts)
METCALFE, Andrew: 20 South St, 
Toowoomba. (Arts/Law)
MEWING, David: 179 Victoria Ave, 
Margate. (Arts)
MOORE, Bruce: 46 Glenlg St, Apple- 
cross, Perth. (Veterinary Science) 
MURRAY, Russel: 14 Walu St,
Bracken Ridge, Brisbane. 
(Engineering)
NG, Alex: P.O. Box 38, Sandakan, 
Sabah, Malaysia. (Commerce) 
NOLAN, Margaret: 357 Brooker Ave, 
Hobart, Tas. (Physiotherapy) 
NOTOWIDJOJO, Rianty: Pasurvan 
No. 21, Jakarta, Indonesia. (Science) 
NTHIA, Des: c/- Ministry of Agriculture, 
P.O. Box 30028,Nairobis, Kenya. 
(Post Grad. Agriculture)
OLE, Ross: MS 181, Pittsworth.
(Agriculture Science)
PAVUSA, Peter: 158 West St, Mt Isa. 
Arts/Law)
PEARSON, Fiona: Beechmont Rd, 
Nerang. (Physiotherapy) 
PENGELLY, Jan: 3 Orion Ave, Mackay. 
(Science)
PHAM ANH VAN: 50 Nguyena Nlnh 
Cautho Nth Vietnam. (Microbiology)
RYAN, Veronica: Macrossan St. Port 
Douglas. Old. (Law)
SANDERCOE, Carolyn: 119 Herston 
Rd, Kelvin Grove, Brisbane. (Botany 
Hons)
SAW, Stanley: 344 Jin Pekeliling, 
Malaysia. (Engineering) 
SCHAFTER, Jennifer: 5 Cavereley 
Park Cres., Tunbridge Wells, Kent, 
U.K. (Speech Therapy) 
SEABROOK, Eddie: 2i Sturt St, 
Leichhardt, Ipswich. (Law)
SEETO, Ben: P.O. Box 1423, Boroko, 
Port Moresby, P.N.G. (Engineering) 
SERVOZ, Henri: I.H. Brisbane. (M. 
Agr. Science)
SHIHAB, Salah: G "Fithuronuge", 
Male, Maldives. (Economics) 
SNOW, David: “Dunkeld” 3 Crown St, 
Toowoomba. (Commerce) 
SUDARMANA, David: 18 Jalan Gajah 
Mada, Semerang. (Engineering) 
SHANLAT, Shanti: P.O. Box 144, BA, 
Fiji. (Law)
SUPAR, L.P.P.H: P.O. Box 52, Bogor, 
Indonesia. (Microbiology)
TAN, Yan: 59 Cairnhill Rd, Singapore.
(Veterinary Science)
THOMSON, Patti: 62 Eleanor St, 
Miles. (Arts)
TEH, Robert: 4, Rd 5/4 Jalan Tanjong, 
Petallng Jaya, Malaysia. 
(Engineering)
TOH, Swee: 43 Caulfied St, Tanjong 
Rambutan, Pevak, Malaysia. 
(Commerce)
TWIGG, Allister: 29 Esplanade, Lota. 
(Econ/Law)
VAN DYK, Joanna: 4 Henry St, Red­
cliffe. (Arts)
VINCENT, Fatima:
WAKEFIELD, Andrew:
WALKER, Chris: 427 Moyle St, Rock­
hampton. (Arts)
W AUNG, Richard: P.O. Box 6108, Kin, 
Hong Kong. (Commerce)
WHITE, Eugene: P.O. Box 101, St 
Lucia. (Law)
WHITEHEAD, Ray: 9 Alpha Ave, Mt 
Isa. (Engineering)
WONG, Choi Chee: 69 Jalan 12, 
Petaling Jaya, Selangor, Malaysia. 
(Ag. Science)
WOOLLACOTT, Margaret: 10 Ince 
Rd, Attadale, Perth. (Speech 
Therapy)
YANG, Lily: 22 Jalan Dato Amar, 
Kelang, Selangor, Malaysia. 
(Science)
YARKER, Jenny: 212 High St, Nth 
Rockhampton. (Medicine)
ZAHUR, A.B.M.S.: I.H. Brisbane. 
(M.P.A.)
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SPICY BEEF (HONG KONG -  J .  Fong)
Ingredients:
8 oz. beef 
3 green bell peppers
3 red bell peppers
2 tbsp. salt black bean paste
1 tbsp. mashed ginger
2 cloves garlic
2 stalks spring onion 
1 shallot
Seasonings for marinade:
Vt tsp. salt.
% tsp. sugar
1 tsp. black soy
'A tsp. bicarbonate
2 tbsp. oil
4 tbsp. water
1 tbsp. dry sherry
Method:
1. Wash and cut beef in to  small pieces.
Mix with marinade. L et stand for 3 
hours.
2. Wash and mash salt black bean paste. 
Steam well w ith dash of oil and 
sugar.
3. Remove seeds from  green and red bell 
peppers. Cut into serving pieces.
4. Heat 2 cups o f peanu t oil in pan 
and fry beef. When medium rare, 
drain oil from meat.
5. Saute shallot and garlic in 2 tbsp. 
oil. Then add in salt black bean 
paste, mashed ginger and bell 
peppers. Saute. Add m eat, stir, fry 
rapidly and sprinkle w ith sherry.
Serve hot.
SPICY CHICKEN
Ingredients:
2 X 2% lb chickens.
8 oz carton N atural Y oghurt 
2 teaspoons salt 
1 tbsp garam Masala
1 tsp chilli pow der 
Vi tsp tumeric
2 tbsp oil
few drops red food colouring 
4 cloves garlic 
Few crushed m int leaves 
1 in piece green ginger
Method:
Put yoghurt, m int leaves, salt,
Garam Masala, chilli pow der, tumeric 
tumeric, oil, crushed garlic, red 
food colouring and chopped ginger 
into large bowl and mix well.
Add chickens to  m arinade, coat well 
with yoghurt m ixture, allow to stand 
for 2 hours.
Put chicken w ith m arinade into 
baking dish, bake in a m oderate oven -  
uncovered for VA hours or until 
chickens are cooked through. Brush 
chickens frequently w ith yoghurt 
mixture, during cooking time.
MALDIVES (H. Ahmed)
NEGRE EN CHEMISE (France)
Ingredients :
8 oz dark chocolate 
114 pin ts milk
3 tbsp rum
6 eggs separated - 
% cup of sugar 
14 tsp vinalia 
14 tsp vinalia extra
1 tbsp sugar extra
M ethod:
Melt chopped chocolate in top of 
double saucepan over simmering w ater.
Add milk, rum  and vinalia, stir occasion­
ally until milk and chocolate are com bined 
and m ilk m ixture is warm, then remove 
from  heat. Beat egg yolks and sugar until 
light and fluffy, gradually stir in milk. 
R eturn  m ixture to  top of double sauce­
pan. S tir over simmering w ater until 
custard thickens and coats the back of a 
w ooden spoon. Cool slightly and pour 
in to  shallow stirring bow l, refrigerate.
Fill frying pan % w ith  w ater, add extra 
sugar, and vinalia, bring to  simmering 
point. Beat egg whites un til stiff 
peaks form . Take up egg whites with
2 tbsps, cupping one over the other
to  form egg-shaped meringue. Slide into 
simmering w ater, poach 2 mins on each side. 
Remove w ith slotted spoon, arrange over 
chilled custard. Serve cold.
RICE PELLAO WITH PEAS
Ingredients: INDIA (S ‘ Battiwalla)
1 cup long grain rice
2 oz b u tte r  or substitute
4 whole cloves
lh tsp caraway seeds 
Vi tsp tum eric 
1 inch cinnamon stock
1 tsp salt
Vi cup green peas 
Vi p in t h o t w ater.
M ethod:
Wash rice, p u t in bow l and cover 
w ith w ater. S tand 1 hour, drain well.
H eat b u tte r  in pan, add cloves, 
caraway seeds, tum eric and cinnamon 
stock. Cook 2 m inutes over very low 
heat.
Add rice, salt and peas. Mix well, stir 
gently for 2 m inutes.
Add h o t w ater, bring to the boil stirring. 
Spoon into oven p ro o f dish. Cover, 
bake in m oderate oven for 30 m inutes.
SALADE TAHITIENNE (Tahiti) 
Ingredients:
3 lb. fish fillets (any firm-fleshed fish) 
juice of 3 lemons
salt and pepper to  taste
2 medium sized onions — finely sliced 
2 cups coconut cream
M ethod:
Remove all skins and bones from fish and 
cut into Vi inch dice. Place in  a glass or
earthenware bowl and pour over lem on 
juice. Cover and chill a t least Vi h r or until 
flesh is white, turing occasionally w ith  a 
plastic spatula or w ooden spoon. Avoid 
using a m etal spoon or any m etal 
utensils in the preparation of the fish.
The lemon juice will turn the fish white 
and opaque, and it will look and flake like 
cooked fish.
Squeeze ou t all liquid by placing fish in 
a colander or strainer and pressing with 
a plastic spatual or w ooden spoon. Put 
in  a clean bow l, add onion slices and 
seasonings. Stir in the cocnut cream, 
toss to  coat well. Serve cold.
FRIED RICE (SINGAPORE)
Ingredients:
2 bowls rice (cooked and cooled)
3 oz. ham
3 oz. shrimps (shelled)
1 dried m ushroom  (cooked)
3 oz. green peas 
3 oz. chicken m eat (cooked)
1 tbsp. spring oinion (chopped)
1 egg
Vi tsp. refined salt 
Vi tsp. thin soy
2 tbsp. lard
M ethod :
1. Dice ham , m ushroom  and chicken 
m eat.
2. Cook shrimps in warm oil.
3. Add salt and oil to  boiling w ater, 
p u t in green peas, cook and drain.
4. Saute spring onion in 2 tbsp. h o t lard. 
Fry rice and add ham , shrimps, etc. 
and mix well. Make well in centre, pour 
in beaten  egg and scramble. Add
green peas and m ix thoroughly together. 
Serve hot.
THAILAND (Chatt Cham Chong)
Kai-pud-kra-phraiaw
(Fried chicken w ith Sweet Basil)
Ingredients:
1 chicken, cut into small pieces.
12 ho te chillis, cut up, or break 
in to  small pieces.
1 bulk of garlic, take the shell out, 
then make them  into very small 
pieces by  a gralic presser.
1 tbsp. sugar.
6-8 tbsp. oil (vegetable or animal oil)
2 handfulls o f dry or fresh sweet 
basil.
5 tbsp. o f fish sauce 
M ethod:
Heat oil a t 350 , then  add garlic 
pieces, fry till yellow - brow n.
Almost cook chicken at tem p 450 .
Add chilli, fry for 1 m inute. Add 
sugar and fish sauce to  taste. Tem p 
to 300 , add sweet basil, fry for 
approx. 30 seconds.
Serve.
N.B. This dish should be served as 
soon as the sweet basil has been added.
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EPILOGUE 1977
“ Year Thirteen”  for International House was a fairly good year, 
if not a vintage one and our thanks to to those who so contributed.
Much gratitude must go to Mr Bert Martin and his Charitable Fund.
By the end o f 1978 International House will be free of debt and 
then plans for the new dining room and new administrative area 
may again feature prominently. Unfortunately financial support 
from the Federal Government may not be forthcoming and it may 
be necessary “ to go it alone” .
Concerning the College itself, much debate still ensues as to whether 
International House is achieving its lofty aims. Such debate is not 
new — it started in 1965 and, perhaps, it is a healthy sign that 
complacency and self satisfaction is not present in our midst. The 
function o f a university college is still basically as it always was, 
hopefully providing an atmosphere in which it is possible to encourage 
liberal thought and an understanding o f the needs, desires and 
deficiencies o f other individuals that co-exist. With the vast ant-heap 
which is now the university, a college, especially, has value in 
providing a “ community”  to which you may return and feel a part 
o f and at home.
However International House has a special contribution to offer. It 
attempts to provide a ‘kanyana’ — a meeting place — and an environ­
ment which is congenial to cross cultural education. It attempts 
to bridge the gap between Australian parochialism and the tendency 
o f overseas students towards reticence and retirement into a shell 
o f isolation for academic survival.
Whilst our aim of universal brotherhood may seem to be too high in 
the stars, I would remind you that the difference between an aim 
and its achievement depends so much on the individual — the fault 
lies not in our stars, but in ourselves. Any discrepancy between an 
ideal and its practice is, in a large measure, correctable by human 
being themselves.
The seventeenth century English poet, John Donne, says it all.
“ No man is an island entire o f himself,
Every man is a piece of the continent, a part o f the main.
Any man’s death diminishes me, because I am involved in Mankind!”
Therefore never send to know for whom the bell tolls; it tolls for thee.
I.M.B. Cribb
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